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TíJK TAOS .CRESSET,.

Taos County.

ENGLISIH AND SPANISH.

Periódico Liberal e Independiente, Del Pueblo, Para el Pueblo, y por el Pueblo.
nima las cosas divinas, que están NhzmiuMi y fue crucificado por no sé cía sentir su férrea mano por todos
siempre veladas y nenas de nicer- que crimen. Poncio, te acuerdas di los ámbito del. intuido conocido;
tiduiHbre; porque nosotros nunca, ese jóveu?
Yése una loma en frente del ejido
....... ... los horrendos episodios, las escenas
I)
i"ui.ii l íitinin rnuncioia eii entrecejo
líconoceremos la naturaleza de los
Que
el blando influjo del Abril enena,
sin
la
sangren tris y corrupción
... .tn
..:
ni I..
tin
.
,
uv . viu !,i. maní
.
III llf IUC
limen
.,1
,iD,,,'
rv.
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ti.i:..
mosca, .noenias, como uesue que
Y donde en vano la cansada cierva
r.'
e tti
nn un recaer lo. v. desnué- de miirs uei
el gomo de Roma (está sobra ellos
más
de
el raudal y pasto humedecido.
Busca
día
á
los
día
ritn
hombres
unos instantes contentó:
(Traducción de Alborto Led tic)
las
No b'iy un arbusto donde cuelgue el nido
capitales pronuncia(Jn joven llamado JestU? un tnuma miserable y apocado por el látigo
das por pus tribunales nó pueden largo de
De avecillas la gárrula caterva;
No
no me cruel de la esclavitud; las ideas de
Lucio Elio Lamia fué al día
Ni un matorral, ni un tronco, ni una yerba
ter ejecuuuias sino con la sanción cuerdo de ene gal íleo.
igualdad, libertad y fraternidad, se
á comer á la casa de Pon-ci- del protocóiisul ó del
Donde module un céfiro el gemido.
le manifestaban encadenadas al pie
procurador,
Pilatos; sido dos puestos espe- io. judíos importunan á cada mo
solio
Buinosa, obscura, sepulcral ermita,
roma
de los Emperadores
del
raban á los convidados. Servida sin mentó al magistrado romano
Corona enhiesta la caliza cumbre
nos. Sabía perfectamente que su
para
lujo, pera honorablemente, la me- que apruebe sus sentencias de
doctrina lucharía palmo a palmo
Donde soberbio el vendaval se aoita.
sa sopoi taba platos de plata, en los muerte y acosan al procurador con
Ü
Do esqueletos horrible muchedumbre,
contra la arbitrariedad y la igno
cuales había higos en miel, ostras sus gritos de muerte. Multitud de
rancia que hacían imposible laequi
Es fama que allí se precipita
de Lucrín y lampreas de Sicilia.
veces los vi agruparse furioroa en
dad y la justicia. Mas la victoria
El sol hermoso al esconder su lumbre.
torno de mi silla de marfil, tirar de
se alcanzaría, la verdad con su an
Conmovía la atención pública la
Poncio y Lamia charlaron lar- mi toga, délas correas de mis sangusta é indeficiente lux destruiría
aparición de un hombre al cual se
gamente sobre bus enfermedades y dalias, para reclamar, para
las densas sombras que habían hun
exigir
mencionaba á cada paso y á cada
los diversos remedios que les hamuerte de algún desgraciado,
dido á la humanidad en una eter
momento por la mayor parto de loa
Saúl ft JuiiatliuN et 1r o !
bían recomendado. Después feli- cuyo
no podía yo justificar,
na y lóbrega noche.
II. Keg I. XXIII.
de
la
hijos
Se
Jadea.,
conodio
á
citándose por haberse encontrado
ero i quién yo creía tan loco coBajo los soberbios porticos grie
De Jonatás, su amigo y sn delicia,
en Baía, hablaron de la belleza del mo ellos En los primeros tiem- cer cuando gozaba de la edad en gos resonaría su palabra, y á, su po
Y de Saúl, contrario, crudo el sino
quo el individuo tiente sobre sí la
lugar, lamia celebro- las gracias pos de mi
derososo acento tendrían que doble
gobierno, intente hacerAl par lloró David. (El amor fino
de las cortesanas que pasaban pol- les escuchar la razón y librar del plenitud del vigor en sus faculta- garse las erguidas cabezas de filóLleva siempre un resabio do injusticia!)
la playa, cargadas de oro y cubier- suplicio á sus miserables víctimas; des físicas y morales. Su mirada sofos helenos, quienes avergonza
Y de Judas midiendo la malicia
poseía una expresión en extremo
tas coa velos bordados entre los pero jr:a
É
mía
les
sus
de
ingenuamente
utopias,
dos
irritó
ingratitud el Redentor divino
compasión
bárbaros; pero el viejo procurador más; Sus sacerdotes escribieron á dulce, enérgica y arrebatadora; el se confesarian confundidos y subY de Juan el efecto peregrino,'
deploraba esa ostentación, que por Cét-a- que yo violaba sus leyes y conjunto de su tíüonomía tenía to- yugados por aquella lilosofia tan lu
A entrambos lava, obsequia y acaricia.
vanas padrerías y por telarañas Vitelio mo reprendió severamente da la belleza oriental, y su porte ga miñosa, al peso de la cual quedaría
Lleva a su plato, aquej la mano impura;
llardo y magestuoso dejaba ver á
.tejidas por los hombres, hacía paNo tren, Lumin, oe y' alimento
el
Y
aqueste a viva su amorosa llama
aniquilado
viejo orden de cosas,
sar tanto dinero romano á pueblos re ti coi ni cederus netiiies pra ese un noble descendiente de antiguos y que, sin duda alguna, á la vez con
Libando de su pecho la dulzura.
rxtranjwos y aún enemigos del (.iicblo ingrato- pero preveo que no y poderosos reyes.
Amable a entrambos sus amigos llama;
(luciría al mundo por un camino
Innumerables personas do distin
pudieudo gotiornurios
imperio.
Al
que dañarle pérfido procura,
El
sembrado de paz y venturanza.
Dospués hablaron de los gran- sera preciso dtiétruirlos. Ab,nen,''al1 tas clases sociales seguían constan- Olimpo desde entonces manifiestaY al que leal le sigue y tierno le ama.
des trabajos cumplidos en el país, en la sombra iuseusutas eRpcriniznij y temente sus pasos, atraídos por la mente sentaría sus reales en las re
Juaquin Arcadio Tagaza.
un editan locMneote
cuesra ruina. En sublimidad de su elocuencia, polde ese puente prodigioso establecí
giones de lo fabuloso, y á la sompeían un pnneipede su sungie que ba las luminosas
razones do sus con
DEL ASESOR
AVISO
do por Cayo entre Puteóles y Baía, de goheriiíir el mundo Ka
LOCAL Y PERSONAL.
bra déla Cruz brotarían los genios
oréelo ceptos á la vez
que per el acento
de los canales mandados hacer por 'destruir ebii pueblo; tal Vt2 lo diowes
A todos los comerciantes y hom
quemas tarde la humanidad les tri
Don Ftlipe de Herrera de esta, sa
do
magistral
ideas
sus
del
las
proclaaguas
para
recibir
que
Aufusto
me pijruiit:iii
lus cusas y las mu
botaría culto como verdaderos he- lio el lunes, para el Tecolote, con el bres de negocios del condedo de
maban
una
doctrina
hasta
entonce
del
Lucn'n.
Averna y
allctt di; Jeni.iüléu presa de las líam.is
fin de vlaitar a sus parientes que tieue Taos; Por estas están Vdes notifica
roes.
desconocida. Estrechaba su amisy todos sus habiUuted pasados a cuYo también, dijo Poncio
dos, de que previa a unas instruí
Kntreveia también el vidente es alli.
tad solamente con doce hombres
chillo.
dadas a mi, por el LonCuer
cciones
yo también quise emprenoiritu de Jesus enrojecidas las are
1nten;ó
Lumia
la
se
ira
calmar
jamás
que
los
del ante dicho
veDga-do
utilidad
do
li
de
separaban
comisionados
po
él.
y
der grandes trabajos
En ocho dias mas tocaran a su tér- rus del circo romano, por la sangre
Vii del iirocurador.
lo
cuales
titulaban
Maestro.
condado,
Este de tantos mártires que .sacrificarían teimino, la erección y levantamiento
para que todas aquellas
pública.
Pom io,dijo, me explico my bien ora Jesús, hijo do un humilde obedificio personas que están tranzando negó
del famoso non
Es uu grán problema político,
o mas caro que poseen los hon-b.tus restíutiiiiientus y lus tinieatros
Me
rero
lio
Oartüy
Bond,
Gusdorf
por
de esta cios de cualquier naturaleza que sea,
conocido.
sabo
muy
hacer
se
pocos
saber
bi
Lamia,
o
di
cual es la vida, oneciéndola
pero tú no conociste á fon lo
sin la debida licencia, se den por en
plaza.
jÍ
Día
á
hi
día
de
aumentaba
fama
la felicidad do los pueblos, jwsar el carácter de los judíos; yo viví como
en holocausto por el triunfj de la
endidos, que a menos que se procu
de los obstáculos que opoue su es- curioso en Jeruza !u, nn; nnrclé a hun sus extraordinarias facultades y de verdad cristiana. El mismo daría
Mr y Mrs AG Mnller de esta, se ren una licencia, dentro de diez dias,
sus grandes virtudes: los hechos so 'jemp!o entregándose voluntaria
tupidez.
ficbtas y
tiUa reuniones. ' pude obser
bailan qo paseo en Denver, desde el sa
antes que se retina el proximo ternii
esPoncio Pilatos prosiguió 6in
var en eüos virtude) que tu no cono- brenaturales que practicaba, pron líente en manos de sus verdugos, hado pasado.
no de la Corte de Distrito una can
ciste; ei.noi í a muchos de ulula senci- to corrieron de boca en boca y de para sellar cen su propia sangre la
cucharle:
sa
sera instituida en su contra y puea
esposa
Todo lo que viene de los ro- lla y leal y tu vusté a otros morir por admiración en admiración, pues-aut- veracidad y virtud de su doctrina, a Doña Margarita Sautistevan
ta
en manos del procurador del dis
halla
se
Donaciano
Cordova,
una multitud de gentes, dába cuyo fin, aquellos, darían al mundo de don
manos es odioso á los judíos. No- una idea; tules homines no son des
para que sean tratados según
del
el
en
victima
de
lecho
dolor,
lagri
(.in cudiits. Te confieso quo iiunea tae les vista á los
que do nacimiento en la cima del Golota, el espectacn
sotros somos pa; a ellos seres impuppe.
la
ley.
fueron bimpatkos los j:'iiiío.-- en
eran ciegos, agitaba la lengua de 'o mas sangriento v mas lleno de
ros y sólo nuestra presencia es á
uiueh las judías
Rivera
Tomas
.
los mudos dotándola con la virtud infamia que los siglos han contera
bus ojos una profanación.
Doña Leonardo B. de Gonzales,
Yo era enloni-ejóvui y ls Sirias
Asesor,
Tú sabes bien que no ee atre- me turbaban profundamente os sentí del habla, y lo que es más raro aún, p'ado.
esposa rio don José de la Luz Gonza por A Av Rivera
Para el triunfo de una idea es in
vían á entrar al pretorio, porque dos sus li bios rojea, sus miradas hú levantaba de su lecho funeral á los
les, de Arr0.y Set o, se halla en esta
Diputado.
el derramamiento de san
cludible
cadáveres,
nuede
imprimiéndoles
en lecho del dolor, en casa de su hi
era
pre
nay
mancharse,
y que
temían
üedus, hus carnes impregnadas de
Al gre; y a medida que tiene que ven
Enrimie Gonzales, victima de una l
SqBKIí H ti LIMAS
rro y de mirra ttüí.ui para mí un en- vo el alma soplo del espíritu.
ciso que yo ejerciera la magistrapara
mas
poderosos
obstáculos
cer
enfermedades que ittüi-j- en
Hay
pocas
enfermedad
y
interior.
jera
par que se suscitaban estas extretura pública en un tribunal al aire canto! aro delicioso.
transcen
realización
producir
y
su
que los reumas y mo
Latortura
mas
Poncio escui.hüba impaciente a
mas admiraciones, la soberbia y el
libre, sobre ese pavimento de márbeneficios, exie que el sa
dentales
no
hay
babiemente
uinguna enferm- emia.
En la noche del domingo, regresi- orgullo de aquellas penonas que
mol que tantas veces pisaste.
mas cruento, pues en la ron a esia, el Lie; tank y ftBterjan dad para la cual se hayan sugerido tan
sea
cnfkio
Yo, prorrumpió, nunca caí en las regían
al pueblo que era
de
Los judíos nos tomen y nos desmi-- t
iosa union del espiritu y la Sanchez, quienes fueron al condado variado e inútil numero de medicinas.
ledes de los judíos, y juinas aprobé
al
hecho.s,
cual
tales
la
con
la
y
es
liorna
predi
sin
embargo.
precian;
Decir que se puede curar, es por lo
Si
no
te
incontinencia.
reproché
lu
miiteria, la sangre respecto riel cuer- de Rio Arriba, con asuntos legales.
madre benéfica da todos los pue- tus mores con la mujer del consul, eación de una mora! corrompida y
tanto,
decir mucho, pero el Balsamo
po es lo quo la don respecto del alma,
blos que se reposan sobre su seno fué porque expiabas durante tu f ilia. degenerada lo tenían sojuzgado
de Chamberlain para el Dolor, el cu
La escuela, pública, de este distri
y el sor compuesto de aquellos dos el
al tiepe una venta extensa, ha en- Ei matrimonio, Lumia, e sagrado V fanatizado, alimentaron desde lúe
venejable. Nuestras águilas han
to
escolar, bajo la dirección del liabili
'
sus
trmonizarlosen
ementes,
tieneque
contradogran éxito en el tratamiento
llevado la paz y la libertad hasta entre los patricios: es una iustitución go terribles é impb.calleí odios con
simo profesor. Ales Adamson, dará
enco
sacritioaudolos
actos
de esta enfermedad. Una aplicación
respectivos
la
la
en
lie
felieldid
cual
de
he
8(1038
tra jesús, soberano innovador en
los límites del Universo. Noeeii
nna gran exibicion, que sin duda se-del
Balsamo para el doior aliviara la
que
lo
es
man
santos
y
y
te
al
sus
que
reprocho
nobles
practicar
aras del cual tendría une caer por
de las mas lucidas que se han
los vencidos sino amigos y deja ú ni;
dolencia
y centenares de su fnentes
miinecido célibe y no üayab tierra su soíismátiea
peí
hayas
autoridad y idéale?.
visto en. Taos. Esta exibicion tunlos pueblos conquistados sus costestifican curaciones permanentes por
dado Lijo a a Itepúbilca, como debe
Luis Villa Gordo.
dra efecto en la noche del proximo
tremendo acusador que publicameu
tumbres y sus leyes.
medio de su uso. ? Porque sufrir do-lli'cer todo buen ciuda linio
dia 29 de este me. Al efecto se
te les echaría en cara sus perversas
Porque te ríes Lamia?
t lotes cuando el Balsamo de Chamber
de Lépid no es
Pero el
hun repartido elegantes programas
me río, dijo Elio, de una ex- cm habí ai viej i m igutrado de la Ja- costumbres é hipócrita conducta.
lain remueve el dolor con tanta pronimpresos tn esta oficina. Ya hasólo
tenía
No
.
la
Ocurrirse-mehorizonte
por
titud y eficacia?
Surety Company,
traña idea que acaba de
dea. Habiendo vaciado su copa (le
blaremos de tan lucida fiesta escoDe veuta por todos los comercianPienso que un día el Júpiter Falermo, parecía sonreír á una ima- doctrina de Jesús, reformarlas prácOf New Tart
lar.
tes donde quiera.
de los judíos, pudiera enir á lio- gen invisible. Después de un momea ticas y destruir los vicios del pueBonds of all kinds furnimedia
voz,
a
piohiguió,
fie
silencio,
blo
lo
hermano
su
era
que
Por
por
sangre,
rna y perseguirte con su odio.
LA ULTIMA ESPERANZA VEN
shed at reasonable rate.
coitiO evocando un recuerdo.
y que materialmente lo escuchó;
que- nqí El Asia y el Africa nos
CIDA.
' For particulars call on
All! bailaucon tunta languidez las no se limitaba á fulminar terribles
and
the
lian dado ya un sin número de dioK.
LUSK,
Cusn io los principales medicos di- Attorney J.
mujeres de Suia. Yo conocí a una
vileza
farisaica,
contraía
sentencias
id
ses. Teme, pues, Poncio. que
jeron que W. M. Smithart,de Pequin,
i.nu u lu In7 li una luini.Mftt hnmpHrite
Tars, New Mex.
... no sólo anonadaba v sumía en la
... icvnu
la., tenia tisis iueurable, desapareció
Júpiter invisible de los judíos lio y SODIO II tunóle viejo, imnsua
el
más
absoluta
confusión
espírtu
Ostia.
día
en
un
rero el Nuevo.
desembarque
hu ultima esperanza,
ICÍI
tíiti lo los brazos para chocar los timlos
pasó
Descubrimiento del Dr. .King para el
barpor
Una rápida sonrisa
bales. Me gustob.-'- sus danzas
Priea
.
i..
j , se- -i
tisis, toses y resino, io saivo ui
labios del viejo procurador. Des- bara, ñus cunos, tristes, su carne per
CONSUMPTION EOcltt.CO
Free Trial.
pulcro. Dice: "Esto gran especifico
fumad i con 'incienso y la somnolencia ra exhibiéndola en su parado y su
pués anadió:
adelande
dius
e
me
tres
y
me
curo
la
seguía
Yo
completamente
saivo
ie
Suretlt an(j (juickest Cur for all
presente al través de toéos bus ab- - An'P"1"08 "
los judíos en que pateóla vivir.
-- Cómo impondrán
la publicación del presente número vida. Desde entonces lo he usado por 1 THBOAT and LUWO TÜQUB- uicsclaba
parteóme
portod,s
H
mismo
tiempo
caídas,
y
al
0m.dtí8
su ley santa alus extranjeros, cuanpara quo se,.n leídas coa oporto- - Iljaa ijvic viici. uiiun j ly uiioniciu i,v- .epublicno. y a los soldadas que la
üyh v
,ulkü t.t.to
Jo ellos mismos se desgarran en- tvdeab .n; (icio
las piezas literarias que hoy nio una cura maravillosa para la gar
nidad
y
despareció
,
tn di
h:i
.
v divos
íre sí para interpretar e.sa íey'í Tú
ni ii ñ u iiíi mu ,
dedicadas a conmemorar ganta y pulmones, hs estrictamente
JDx
ofrecemos,
por
La
a
oivi
ver.
busqué
no ia
Anuncia que ha abierto su ofiii-nlos has visto, Lamia, hacerle tn-- , todas partes y defpuen de alguno primeros celajes comenzaban d al- - ,(,s U(H,!.i(,H ,j!,rico3 que marcan estos una cura cicnlitliia para Toses, Dolor
para la practica de medicina y
La preventi
zas sus túnicas grasosas, en torno, meses isíi pe casualmente que té h -- burear tras de la cumbre del Calva cpuis t;e. bt.mana sama, como también de Garganta y
en la cssa de Don Nerlo
quirugía
de
dea
taller
la
nuestro
muren
mativo
Pulmunia.
rio.
íiünts
contra
v
)
de
tropel
de
ipo
vofeguro
homines
lo
a
desgraciadun
n
preso
un
bin
de algún
Contemplaba con prefinid pe- - ta , quciia cerrado é inlci ruuii.ido c! f l.l O en todas las boticas. Botella!-d- Gómez, al norte de la plaza.
lino profético. No conciben que se mrjere que seguí a un jó ven lauuia
K México
Taos - muestra grutis.
,!,.!
LhthUo muiiuua.
i
,v c :i tfuOal",
discutan en paz y cou serenidad do turgo gallito, se bmaba Jesús; trade

Poncio
Pilatos.

El Cerro del Calvario.
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J0SÍ3 MONTAXER, Editor and Prop.

Railway Plats Filed.
A

Tve own In this country three
mules, all related to Maud.

T
Wings

same.

mil-H- e

I3 a bird without any
but lie also gets there just the

kiwi

That Pennsylvania cobbler who has
Inherited $230,000 doesn't care whether he has a sole or not.
The discovery of a "use" for the
rermiform appendix wa3 anticipated
some time ago by the surgeons.
A Pennsylvania bride was married
with frost-bittetoes. Now she will
have to begin married life with cold
feet.

People who think that some of our
eminent financiers think of nothing
but money ought to see them at a dog
show.

The discovery that MaJ. Gen. Germ
a division in the Russian
rmy may be suggestive to the bacteriologists.

Cniraands

A hot stove fell into the lap of a
woman passenger in an Akron, O.,
trolley ear. That was worse than a
fat man.

Miss Mabel Wood Tuttle advises
women to use their tongues constantly. Well, the day is only twenty-fou- r

tours

long.

The chemists have succeeded la producing artificial silk.
They are too
late. The factories have been turning
It out for years.
A New York rooster has just swallowed a $500 diamond. He can now
charge for his voice and go on the
grand opera stage.

Siuce he learned that Carnegie got
for attending the Chadwick case
Russell Sage may wish that Cassie
had selected his name.
$G4

Two Chinese students are to be
admitted to West Point. Now we will
see how strong is the
sentiment among the cadets.
anti-hazln- g

Young Cornelius Vanderbilt la being mentioned as probable ambassador to Germany. Evidently his wife
Is not yet through with her mother-in-law- .
Mr. Rockefeller is going to put up
11,000,000 house. Russell Sage will
regard this as a sign that the great oil
magnate must be losing his mental
Tigor.

Some savant has at last managed to
figure out that Aphrodite was an old
woman. Must have been connected
with the Greek corps de ballet In
aome way.

The Chicago board of education is
thinking about establishing a special
school for wivea of less than 14 years
of age. We hope the attendance will
not be large.
More than 100 American tourists
have barely escaped death in an eruption of Mt. Vesuvius. Same old story,
didn't know it was loaded and looked
down the crater.
Tht discussion in the New York Sun
of the question: "Do suckers bite?"
men,
refers to fish. The green-good- s
therefore, haven't felt called upon to
take a hand in it.

The Californian who threatens to
bhoot on sight the man who marries
his divorced wife has found 1 way
that probably neet occurred to Ce
ther divorce reformers.
At a time
Journal can
the hideous
Toetry" it is
the aforesaid

whon a leading literary
hold a symposium with
title of "The Slump In
not hard to believe that
slump exists.

The matrimonial engagement of the
Serman crown prince is furnishing as

many good news stories as any other
European political movement except
the war in which Russia is engaged.
Without wishing to underrate the
of rhinocerot meat as a table
delicacy, we have no hesitation in
Baying that the hippopotamus looks as
If its flesh would be tenderer and
Juicier.

merits

That week draws nigh, that dreadful week, when feeling spring astir
within her blood, the housewife
drives us forth and mops and scrubs
and changes things around until the
house is clean.

Santa Fe dispatch of April

3rd

says: The plats of the permanent lorailroad
cation of the El
from Farmington, San Juan county, to
the Santa Fe Pacific railroad near Gallup, eighty-fivmiles, were filed today la the federal land office in this
city. The following officers of the
Ltnver & Rio Grande, who arrived in
three special cars, were here on business connected with the new road:
General Manager A. C. Ridgeway, GenW. Coughlin,
Superintendent
eral
Chief Engineer E. J. Yard, Division
Engineer J. C. Balcomb, Superintendent of Bridges and Buildings J. h.
Thompson and Division Superintendent W. D. Lee.
Arrangements have been made for
carrying the coal of the Durango &
San Juan coal fields over the Denver
& Rio Grande branch now building to
Farmington from Durango, over the
new road to the Santa Fe system,
thence to El Paso.
Acting Governor J. W. Raynolds on
the 3rd inst. appointed Rev. Henry C.
Pouget of Las Vegas chaplain of the
First squadron of cavalry, of the New
Mexico National Guard, and accepted
the resignation of O. C. Nelson as second lieutenant of Company B, First Infantry, stationed at Roswell.
The Board of Osleopathy, created
by the last Legislative Assembly, met
recently at Santa Fe for organization.
Dr. C. H. Connor of Albuquerque was
elected president; Dr. Charles A.
Wheelon of Santa Fe secretary and
treasurer, and Dr. O. M. King of Roswell, vice president.
Paso-Durang-

e

At the University.
Arbor Day was celebrated on the
campus at the New Mexico University
at Albuquerque, and it was a strenuous
day, to say nothing of the presence
and force of the wind. The boys and
some of the men of the faculty divided
up in the morning, some digging holes,
others going to the river bottom to
get trees. In the afternoon several
idozen of trees were planted with the
;help of the girls, the wind assisting to
blow said in the holes. After tree
planting all gathered in the science
:hall, where the girls served an abundance of good cake and ice cream. In
a sort of dinner fashion several toasts
wre served. Miss Cunningham was
toastmaster. President Tight spoke on
the value of trees to the Campus. ProHodgin toasted "Historical
fessor
Trees," and compared trees and girls.
Miss Parsons read a very neat original poem on Arbor Day. Miss Huggett
also entertained the nurses and had a
poem on the first Arbor Day at the
university. A game of base ball was
played between the faculty, students
and the wind. The wind and the
students came out ahead with a pretty
good score. The faculty was somewhat
crippled because of a failure to play
good enough ball to become victors,
Charged With Mail Offenses.
An Albuquerque dispatch of April 3d
says: h. R. Knowles is in jail here,
and, having waived a preliminary
examination, will appear before the
grand jury to answer the serious
charge of violating the United States
postal laws by sending prohibited
matter through the mails. The arrest
was made by Deputy Marshal Cooper
upon the complaint of Postoflice Inspector A. P. Smithers.
Knowles is well known here and for
a while was employed in the Santa Fe
shops as machinist, going out with the
disaffected men when the strike was
declared. Later he was one of the
men tried and convicted of interfering
men, from which the
with
strikers had been enjoined by the Dis
trict Court. The letters in question
are said to have been written to strike
breakers and were of an abusive na
ture.
Knowles was interested in the man
agement of the Labor Advocate, the
local labor union organ, at one time
The grand jury does not meet for some
time. Meanwhile Knowles will be compelled to remain in jail in default of
bail, which he has not obtained.
non-unio- n

Prepare for the Year 1906.
There will be no municipal elections
in this territory next month, except in
Silver City, which has a special city
charter. While the city governments
now in force in the larger cities and
towns of the territory are not conducted as they should be, still the people will worry along with them until
April, 1900. That year will be a strenuous political one in the history of this
territory; there will be city elections;
members of the constitutional convention will have to be elected and a constitutional convention will be held;
conventions and nominations for all
kinds of tickets will be called, and in
November of that year will in all human probability not only take place
territorial elections, but also an election for officials and Legislature of the
new state, joint or single. Therefore,
it will be well for citizens generally
and for political leaders particularly,
to take a good long rest during the
present year and during the coming
winter to gird up their loins for the
fray in the year of our Lord 1906.
Santa Fe New Mexican.

New Incorporptions.
A woman has got a verdict of $2,300
papers were filed at
Incorporation
for a kick by a horse. This may
seem a good deal tc :he horse's own- Santa Fe March 2Sth by the Colorado
caper, but comparatively few women Telephone Company of Colorado, MexNew
$10,000,000.
italization,
The
would be willing to be kicked by a ico headquarters are at, Albuquerque
torse for that.
and the agent is 3. E. Elder.
Incorporation papers were filed by
After having been imprisoned in a the Rio Grande Development Company.
summer cellar by a snow drift, with- The incorporators
are: Gov. M. A.
out food and water, for twenty-twOtero of Santa Fe, Solomon Luna of
days, a Pennsylvania cat finally came Los Lunas and Judge Daniel L. McMilout apparently none the worse for lan of Socorro. The capitalization is
her experience but how she miaowed $300,000; headquarters, Albuquerque;
directors, M. A. Otero, Solomon Luna,
for milk!
D. L. McMillan, W. S. Strickler, H. O.
Archcologists have unearthed docu P.ursom, M. W. Flounioy and M. K.
McMillan.
rnentary evidence that a certain Egyp
and Coal ComThe Southwest
o

tfan teacher received what amonntei
to J23 for twelve nor.ths' work In tlx
year 100. So 'he college professor''
salary seems to have "oluted some
that, after a 17
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Gila River Forest Reserve.
The Gila River forest reserve In
New Mexico, which was established
by proclamation of President McKin-le- y
on March 2, 1899, was examined in
the summer of 390,1 by Mr. Theodore
F. Rixon of the United States Geological Survey. Mr. Rixon's report which
the survey publishes as Professional
Paper No. 39, is now available. Besides
examining the lands Mr. Rixon made
a rough survey of the area and prepared a reconnaissance map, which Is
used as an illustration in the report.
This reserve includes several prominent mountain ranges, the principal
of which are the San Francisco, the
Tularosa, the Mogollón and the Black.
The southwest corner of the reserve
is, generally speaking, a rolling country with many prominent buttes, and
is without trees except a light growth
of scrub timber in patches. The extreme southwestern portion in which
Mount McMullen raises its barren
summit, is very rocky and abrupt.
Here the country drops perpendicularly several hundred feet into a des
ert tributary to San Francisco river,
which lies distant twenty miles or
more to the west. The reserve as a
the
whole is well watered, all
streams from the mountain ranges
carrying a considerable flow for a long
distance beyond the forest regions. It
is traversed by fairly good roads and
trails, which follow the valleys.
Agriculture is carried on extensively
along San Francisco river and there
are a few farming settlements along
Gila river, but no large agricultural
area exists anywhere within the con
fines of the reserve. By introducing
reservoirs and irrigating ditches the
amount of available agricultural land
could be largely increased. The mar
ket for the products of this district is
so distant, however, being in no in
stance less than ninety miles away
that a system of irrigation would
hardly pay for itself.
Grazing, the most important of the
industries of this region, requires careful attention and supervision to pre
vent the total destruction of the grass
The mining
roots by overstocking.
industries in the reserve are confined
to the Mogollón mountains and prac
tically to the Coney mining district,
although a few prospects are found on
south fork of Whitewater creek. The
advent of railroad facilities would un
doubtedly bring the district to the
front, but there is little prospect of
that in the near future, as the territory is practically unproductive agriculturally and the only freight available would be the ore from Cooney district.
Logging operations have been car
ried on in a desultory manner for
some years in different parts of the
reserve. Wherever the yellow pine
has been logged clean, the young
growth on th lower lands is inevit
ably yellow pine, which is growing
very rapidly in places. The young
growth throughout the alpine and
mountainous regions is white fir, red
fir, limber pine, spruce and balsam
and the proportion of reproduction
is in the order named. At the lower
altitudes the second growth timber is
very limited. However close their
proximity to streams, the different spe
cies of cottonwood, walnut, ash, alder,
box elder and sycamore reproduce
themselves to a limited extent only,
mostly in shady places along deep,
rugged canons. All of these varieties
are indigenous to the soil, and grow
freely wherever there is sufficient
moisture. The depth of humus is
slight, the lowlands being entirely devoid of it. The litter and the underbrush among the alpine timber are
very heavy. This reserve has suffered very little from fires.
If the totally barren area is not
taken into consideration, the Gila
river forest reserve is a
region. The total area examined is
about 3,640 square miles. Of this,
and
2,593 square miles, or seventy-onper cent., are covered with
niercantable timber of extra quality;
two square miles have been burned;
f
ninety square miles, or two and
per cent, have been logged; and
and
955 square miles, or twenty-siper cent, are naturally
timberless. The timber of the reserve amounts to a total of 5,867,750
feet board measure, giving an average
stand of 3,532 feet board measure per
acre over the entire timbered belt.
Yellow pine constitutes 57.75 per cent
and red fir 28.37 per cent, of the merchantable species in the reserve.
e
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Two Sentenced.
A Las Vegas dispatch of April 1st
says: Sheriff Marion Littrell of Colwith
fax county was here
Luanna Ford, a negro woman, sentenced to serve twenty years for stabbing and killing Luis Gallegos, and R.
J. Dawe, who killed George Williams,
sentenced to serve twelve years. Both
were sentenced by Chief Justice Mills.
Littrell also had with him Clartnce
Hamilton, who escaped from Santa Fe
r
sentence for
while serving a
cattle stealing, and was recaptured at
Trinidad, Colorado.
Among several violators of the Sun
day law sentenced by Judge Mills was
a Seventh Day Adventist, who kept hi'J
blacksmith shop open Sunday and
closed Saturday.
y

five-yea-

Mining Revival.
Col. A. W. Harris, a prominent min

ing man from the Kingston district,
Sierra county, in an interview at Al
buquerque, said that there was a great
movement among eastern mining men
to pick up and exploit the neglected
mining properties of New Mexico, specially in the southern mining districts.
These districts formerly were large
producers of the precious metals. Miners were discouraged by the depreciation of silver and consequently the
most pron'.sing mineral region of the
territory was temporarily abandoned.
Recently new interest has developed
and the future is bright with promise.

Judge McFie, in the case of the Key
stone Copper Company vs. the Bromide Mining Company, for the possespany designated Engle, sierra county, sion of the famous Bromide mine in
as headquarters, and Jonathan L. the Bromide district, Arriba county,
has modified his recent injunction bo
Crawford iis New Mexico agent.
The Citizens' Bank of Aztec filed Its as to permit the Bromide company to
certificate of stock paid up, amounting mine and take out ore, but forbidding
to $30,000.
its sala.

Pecos Forest Reserve.
Leon F. Eneipp, supervisor of the
Pecos Forest Reserve, who returned
yesterday from a week's inspection
trip through the eastern part of the
reserve in San Miguel and Mora counties, reports the weather extremely
'bad the past, week, with much snow
and rain. The sufferers from the flood
of last year are in distressing circumstances. These people will be very
materially assisted, however, by their
share of the appropriations of $4,000
to San Miguel county and $3,000 to
Mora county, which go to them-undethe provisions of the Martin flood sufferers' relief law.
The people at present are in straightened circumstances, but the supervisor
says that prospects are blight for a
productive yield of crops, which the
farmers are already planting. If no
more bad weather strikes the Mora
country, the farmers and merchants
will recover from the bad effects of the
past year. Mr. Kneipp reports that
there are thousands of acres of good,
tillable land in that section which
would be very productive with proper
care and water. The valleys are beautiful, and as there are a number of
first-clas- s
dam sites, if a sufficient
amount of money could be obtained
with which to build dams, almost all
of the tillable land could be put under
cultivation. There are at present only
two rangers on the reserve, but under
the new law there will probably be an
additional two or three, at least during
the summer. Santa Fe New Mexican.

America."

In

of Texas proSo Senator Bailey
nounced Indian Territory in a speech
in the United States Senate. In th
course of some remarks in the United
States Senate, February 4, 1905, Senator Joseph Bailey of Texas paid th
following glowing tribute to Indian

Best ef Back Give Out Under ths
Burden of Daily Toil.
Lieutenant George G. Warren, of
No. 3 Chemical, Washington, D. C,
nays: "It's an honest fact that Doan's
Kidney Pills did
me a great lot of
good, and if it
were not true I
would not recommend them. It was
the strain of lift- Ving that brought
i
. J
4
l
.kU
uuuum
on Kiuuey
and weakened my
hade, hut since us- Pills I have lifted
600 pounds and felt no bad effects. I
have not felt the trouble come back
since, although 1 tad suffered for five
or six years, and other remedies had
not helped me at all."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
cents. Foster-Milbur-

jf

Territory :
"And when they are joined (Oklahoma and Indian Territory) there 1
not one among the" older common- wealths richer by nature than thi
is that
new state. My own opinion
Indian Territory is the richest spot
on earth under the American flag today for the size of it. It is one of tn
few places on this continent that possesses almost every kind of wealth-c- oal
in great abundance and of excel-lent quality, iron, I believe the great,
oil, asphalt
est granite bed
and all kinds of minral wealth, produced in any other section. And over
these riches treasures in the earth,
there is the most fertile of soils, producing more abundantly those great
products which contribute to the comSociety.
Endeavor
Christian
fort, the health and tho pleasure of
The Young People's Society for the human race than almost any other
Christian Endeavor was twenty-fivspot of equal size."
j
years old in 1904, and its founder, the
ttev. Dr. F. E. Clark, says that was
one of Its most prosperous years. It Ask Tonr Dealer fo Allen's Foot-Kahas thriven amazingly during its com- A powder. It rests the feet. Cures Corns,;
paratively short career and now has Buniois, S wollen, Sore, Hot, Callous, Aching.
Sweating Feet and Ingrowing Nails. Allen's
65,327 societies all told, with an aggree
makes new or tight shoes easy. At
gate membership of 3,019,600.
25 cents. AcIn Europe the number of societies all Druggists and Shoe stores, mailed
Fass.
doubled last year, and there are now cept no substitute. Sample
about 600. The order has extended into Address Allen S. Olmsted, Le Roy, N, V.'
China and Japan; in the latter coun"Of course 't la unfortunate that your
try ten different denominations are husband
haiTWt you, but he'll live to
regret it." "I don t know; ht took tat
united in the association, the Presbycook."
500
over
leading.
India has
terians
societies; there is one in Jerusalem;
the Armenian Christians have taken it
up; Persia reports forty associations;
You can see how much
Syrla, twenty; Korea about a dozen,
and they are scattered here and there
throughout Africa wherever missionyour confidence in us is worth.
ary efforts have extended; It is firmly
It is the making of us.
Irootel in Australia and last year the
Junior rally in Melbourne called toB
Your frocejr return, your nouy If T""
gether 10,000 boys and girls with their SokUlktg'a
But.
fathers and mothers.
Freddy "Say, old chap, how do you
manage to kiss a girl when the chapeWhen Your Grocer Says
ron is right close by?" Teddy' "Why,
he dors not have Defiance Starch, you by
klssinR the chaperon first.
may be sure he is afraid to keep it until his stock of 12 oz. packages are
sold. Defiance Starch is not only betI followed the
Qntf Trait
ter than any other Cold Water Starch,
oil frnm Texatt
but contains 18 oz. to the package and
tíba Fish Brané
sells for same money as 12 oz. brands.
,
Slicker, wed for
I dread the
Maude Oh, dear!
Pommel Olickercoat
cold,
a
thought of my thirtieth birthday.
when windy, a Tain coat when It rained,
Clara Why, I supposed you had forand for cover at night if we fot to bed,
gotten It long ago.
and I will aay that I have gotten mora

r
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Deaf and Dumb Asylum. s
A Santa Fe dispatch of March 31st
says: Tne new board of trustees of
the New Mexico asylum for the deaf

and
and dumb at Santa Fe met
arrangements were made to open this
institution, which has just completed
a new building, costing $20,000, if a
superintendent can be found to tako
charge of it. The board organized by
electing Maj. R. J. Palen president,
and Francisco Delgado treasurer. Luis
Moya was elected janitor.
to-da- y

Gov. M. A. Otero left Santa Fe for
California to spend a month recuperating from the hard work during the
legislative session. He was accompanied by Mrs. Otero, his son, Miguel,
and Nina Otero.
Ramon Quintana, a wealthy stock
raiser and farmer of Pojoaque, northern Santa Fe county, died at Santa Fe
March 31st at the home of his brother,
Tomas Quintana. He was fifty-on- e
years old and leaves a widow, three
sons and four daughters.
A telegram has been received at Las
Vegas from Judge Luther M. Goddard
of Denver to the effect that the reputation of Edward Gray, charged with the
murder of Chile DeFaeter, was of the
best; that he had never been in the
penitentiary, and that for fifteen years
he had lived as a peaceable and honest
citizen in Leadville and Denver.
The Roswell Hardware Company has
been incorporated by William A. Johnson, Thomas W. Thomas, Hugh R.
Morrow and Leslie B. Tannehill of
Roswell, the headquarters of the company. The capital stock is $60,000. The
directors are J. T. Murphy of Naples,
Texas; J. W. Thomas, W. A. Johnson,
H. R. Mormw and L. B. Tannehill of
Roswell.
The Tularosa Mining and Milling
Company, capitalized
at $1,000,000,
was incorporated March 31st by W.
Frank Drake and Hiram E, Forrester
of Pueblo, Colorado; Frank P. Kern of
Atlanta, Georgia, and George B. Bent
of Tularosa, New Mexico, which lat
ter place, in Otero county, is the prin
cipal place of business. The directors
are Frank P. Kern, George B. Bent and
Hiram E. Forrester.
The cattle on the ranges of Otero
and Chaves counties are suffering
from a sickness similar to that produced by tne loco weed. W. A. Coe,
the
ranchman, who lives
northwest of Alamogordo, reports that
he has seen a number of animals so
affected, and he thinks the sickness
must be due to some weed which is as
yet unidentified. There is no loco weed
in that district, consequently it can not
be attributed to that. If the malady
proves to be serious or becomes epidemic, experts will be sent for to investigate the matter. Santa Fe New
Mexican.
Roswell parties are arranging to run
an automobile passenger line from
Roswell to Torrance, a distance of
about seventy miles. The promoters
of the scheme have purchased three
heavy Winton motor cars, one of
which will make the trip up while the
other one is making the trip down, and
the third one will be kept in the
shops for emergencies. Connection
will be made with the Santa Fe Cen
tral at Torrance, giving quick access
to the Pecos country from central
New Mexico. The fare will be $10
and the trip will be made in about ten
henrs.
The Legislature at its recent session
passed a bill which was approved by
the governor, and which gives to the
institutions, owning land which has
been donated by the government, the
right to use the proceeds of the sale
and lease of such lands for maintenance and improvement purposes.
The question was at once raised if the
funds so secured could be used with
out any further authorization than
that of the Legislature. This question
has now been passed upon by the attorney general, whose opinion is that
the consent of the Department of the
Interior must first be ooialned before
the provisions of the law can be car
ried out.
Thousands of dollars damages was
done to the tender fruits in the farm
ing district in the Mesilla Valley,
Wednesday morning. March 29th. by
frost. It is impossible to compute the
exact damage, but it. is beliejed that
fullv
the croD of tender
fruits was ruined, whilo some of the
others were damaged slightly. The
frost was not heavy enough to damage
the alfalfa, although it wilted badly.
It was not turned black, however, and
will recover in three or four days.
This frost was predicted in the
weather report of Tuesday, but it was
expected to be only a trace and not
heavv enouch to damage anv of the
fruit seriously. In spite of this, how
ever, the produce will not be.
and there will be an excellent
croo this year of pears, peaches, ap
ples and small fruits. Santa Fe New
Mexican.
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comfort out of your slicker than any Otba
One article that 1 ever owned."
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V et Weather Garment for Riding, WalkSporting.
ing, Working
HIGHEST AWARD WOilLD'S FAIR, 1304.

Does it pay to advertise?
Depends on circumstances.
What e'reumstances?
The tea and the dealing.
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NEW PEIISiOIJ LAWS SENT
FREE

When some men meet a creditor they
either tear up the street or turn down
an alley.

Apply to NATHAN BIVKFURD,
Washington. Ü. O.

Try me just once and I am sure to
come again. Defiance Starch.
A lawyer may be happy though his
Ufe Is full of trials.

W. N. U.

DENVER.
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When Answering Advertisement
Kindly Mention This Paper.

TomnM

Attended with tainted, offensive, or foul
breath, bitter taste, especially in the
morning, furred 'tongue, sick or bilious
headaches, poor or irregular appetite,
sour stomach, "water brash," constipation with strong tendency to "the blues,"
or despondency, are all relieved and radically cured by the faithful use of Dr.
Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery. No
man can be stronger thin his stomach;
when it gets out of ordoff he becomes bilious, dyspeptic, hypochondriacal, peevish
and "oat of sorts": he feels languid,
tired and " all fagged out."
.Nothing will more speeany or permanently invigorate and tone into action,
liver and bowels than Dr. yierce's Golden
Medical Discovery. It is compounded
from the active medicinal principles extracted from E3tive medicinal plants,
without the use of alcohol, not a drop of
which enters into its composition. The
benefit felt from its use is not, therefore,
due to alcoholic exhillratlon, and conse-

well-know-

quently

short duration, but

of

is endur-

ing and permanent.

The great majority of diseases have
their Inception in a bad stomach, indigestion, biliousness and impure blood.
Ataoni those diseases are deadly con-

sumption,
nervous prostration and exhaustion,
insanity-kroedin- g
body - torturing rheumatism,
nauralgia, emaciating malaria
disfiguring
Wood
of
and
and all manner
skin diseases. Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery is a cure for all these diseases, if taken in anything like reasonable time. It is not a cure-albut cures
the diseases mentioned for tho reason
that they are caused and aggravated by
the same disorders. It makos th appetite keen, the digestion perfect, the liver
active, the blood pure and builds firm
flesh and healthy nerve fiber. Don't be
wheedled by a
dealer into
taking something else said to be "just as
good, only that he may make a greater
profit. There's nothing "Just as good"
as "Golden Medical Discovery," with Its
record of cures extending over a third of
a century.
brain-wreckin- g

nerve-rackin-

of eratttude. I was. for several years, troublwl
with severe stomach trouble, alele headache and nervousness.
Could nut eat anything without experiencing Hie most agonla-ln- g
pain. Had llule atpetite and wa frequently nauseated. My sick headaches went
most violent and I could not rest night or
day. I became emaciated and thoroughly
despondent, and no medicine that I could
take seemed to help me at all. It wa my
father who suggested that I try your medicine and I am grateful to say that I had been
taking "Golden Medical Discovery" leas
than live months when I was entirely cured,
now eat anything without distresa.
and
Misa Ross Stanley,
North Arlington. Ñuw
Astor Avenue.
Cure When Everything Else Falls.
Da. B. V. PiKium, Buffalo. N. Y.:
Pear Sir I am hjppy to say that I hava
found Dr. Pierce's Goeden Medical Discovery
to be a most efficacious remedy for stomacla
trouble. For many years I could scarcely
eat anything without being dreadfully distressed at once, and was apt to vomit th
food. I used various medicines without good
effect. Later I bought a bottle of Dr. Pierces
Golden Medical Discoveiy and it proved so
satisfactory that I bought several more bottles of the medicine and used it until I was
entirely well. That was about four month.
You may count on me for a staunch friend to
Golden Medical Discovery," also to your
Sanitarium, which I know to be one of th
beeit In the country.

cn

Jars.

Riley Street

Asa

M.

Williams.

Buffalo, N. T.
e
Dr. Pierce's
illustrated book.
"The Common Honse Medical Advisor,''
Is sent free in paper covers, on receipt of
21 one-cestamps to pay cost of maiilnij
only. For Si stamps the
volume will be sent. Address Dr. B. V.
Pierea, Buffalo, N. Y.
Whon the "Golden
Medical Discover? " Is not nnlta
laxatitei enough, as In obstinate constipation, the little, pleasant, sugar coated
should be taken to aid tha
"Pallets"
" Discovery." One or two for a laxative,
two to four for a cathartic. They alona
have been known to cure many bad cases
of stomach trouble, dyspepsia and indigestion.
They act on the liver and
A Oreai Sufferer Cured.
regulate the bowels.
Put up in glass
Dn. R. V. PrwnOE. Buffalo, N. V.:
víais,
corKou,
ineroiore, always Iresa
Dear Sir My health la better now than It tutu rehas been before fur many yóars, and I owe to liable.
1)1. Pierce's G'Udeu Medical Discovery a debt
808
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'NEW RIVAL" BLACK POWDER SHELLS.
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e tnorouSn'y modern and scientific system of load-In- g
and the use oí only tho best materials which make
,incnester Factory Loaded "New Rival" Shells give bet- ter pattern, penetration ana more unitorm results gencr-ally than any other shells. The special paper and the Win- Chester patent corrugated head used in making "New
Hival" shells give them strength to withstand reloading,
BE SURE TO GET WINCHESTER MAKE OF SHELLS, f
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WHERE THE STATESMEN OF THE WORLD
WILL GATHER IN INTERESTS OF PEACE

IT IS THE FINEST IN THE WORLD
Has Installed Typesetting Machines.
Everything Is Run by Electricity.
Over $6,000,000 Worth of Work
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This Is How the Hague Arbitration Palace, the Gift of Andrew Carnegie to the Whole World, Will Look When
. Completed.
side world until relieved by death. He
will be confined in a hut and dieted
by a system which is believed to prevent the disease from spreading. He
is thirty years old, and, it is said,
comes from one of the oldest ant)
noblest families in Belgium.

Famous Long Rides
Records of Americans in the Saddle Are
From eastern advices it appears that
the Russian Cossacks have done more
than the artillery to keep up the reputation of the Slav army as to its power
of endurance under adverse circumstances.
But this Is not the particular point
of this story. The Cossack is really
to the eastern world what Custer's
and
men, Morgan's, Kilpatrick's,
Roosevelt's have been to the western
armies the men who could sit the
saddle, saner and shoot, starve and
swim, be all or nothing for the glory
of quick action in time of trouble.
As to the proof of this here is the
story of Dmetxee Pjeshkoff, a Siberian
Cossack, who rode from Blagovejech-ensk- ,
eastern Siberia, to St. Petersburg. He surpassed Burnaby, who
rode to Khiva, and Asayeff, who made
the hard ride from Lubeen, Poland, to
Paris.
Blagovejechensk is a Cossack station on the Amur, in latitude 50 degrees north, longitude 127 degrees
east, and the distance to be covered
to the Russian capital 8,000 versts, or
5,400 English miles.
In 113 days out from his starting
point Pjeshkoff was at Omsk, having
accomplished 4,900 versts, or nearly
3,300 miles, of his Journey. In 171
days he was in St. Petersburg, having
made an average of thirty miles a
day, in the saddle, from the start.
An average of this character requires remarkable physical and nerve
endurance. It also requires fine judgment as to forage for beasts and sustenance for the rider calculations as
to weather, temperature changes, water supply and kindred things that go
in with a steady and a long ride.
The hero of this remarkable feat, a
man of some education, was commander of a hundred in one of the Cossack
regiments, stationed on the Amur, and
had to obtain leave of absence to show
what he could do on a
ride with a horse.
But the feat became more remarkable because the Cossack made his
Journey with one horse the same
Ihorse he started with ending the jour-,iieThe horse, like Its rider, was of
the ordinary Cossack breed. It was
born in Siberia, and was purchased
for 150 ruble3, or about $60 in our
money. It was 13 years old, and of a
light gray color. In height and weight
It corresponded with a
American "cayuse" of the western
iplains. It had the "cayuse" capacity
for short feeds and minimum water
supply.
The animal was fed only on oats
and hay. It carried, including its
saddle, blankets and harness, a
total weight of about 172 pounds.
The appetite of the beast increased
At the
with the distance traveled.
start it required eight pounds of oats
and fourteen pounds of hay a day to
ikeep it up and for water it took the
snow alongside the road as well or
spring water was not obtainable,
j
of the journey was
When
'completed the horse was eatiag thirty
'pounds of oats and fourteen pounds of
hay each day. An English or an
'American horse, asidp from the plains'
breed of the latter country, would
jhave surrendered quickly.
!
The western American horse has
e
Imade some wonderful
journeys in quick time. During
campaign of 1876, which ended In
jthe massacre on the Rosebud, some of
army covered 180
Vthe scouts for theforty-eight
hours on
'and 280 miles in
'three feeds and three chances to water for their horses.
In Grierson's wild ride during the
civil war to cut the confederate lines,
the ride which eventually gave birth
to Sherman's march to the sea, one
Chicago cavalryman was in the saddle
long-distanc- e
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Has No Hands, But Threads Needles.
During her babyhood Kmma Lou
Liiwson, now It, lost both hands by
s
amputation, made necessary by necro-ei-

of the wrist bones. The little miss
orIs an exceedingly bright child, an
physinotwithstanding
ber
phan, and
cal disability, can write a beautiful
hand and work examples in arithmealmost
tic She can thread a needle
es quickly as anyone, and sews eu.
Ml this, 'coupled with her cheerful disposition, makes her a favorite with
corre- 'all who know her.-Pul- askl
fDondence Nashville Banner.

Second to None.

for 170 miles and that without dismounting. He lives now as a mail
carrier for the postoffice.
One November day in the Goose
River country of Dakota a cowboy
named Iverson was called to a ranch
house and told a doctor must be secured for his employer's daughter,
who had been taken suddenly ill with

Mrs. New a Social Leader.
Mrs. Harry. S. New, wife of the new
rcting chairman of the republican

national committee, is one of the
Alsocial leaders of Indianapolis.
though she does not open her home for
Jrequent entertainments, those she
fives are noted for elegance. She is
one of the best gowned women in the
city. Mrs. New has literary talent fcs
croup.
veil as social accomplishments. She
The nearest doctor was thirty-eigh- t
is familiar with all the political work
miles away, the temperature was 18 of her husband. In fact, she has been
degrees below, the wind was scurrying h's adviser in many important matthe snow in the prairies in every direc- ters, but she has always kept her own
tion. On the trail there were only two personality in the background. Bestopping places where fresh horses fore her marriage she spent a year on
might be secured.
the stage as a singer, having previousIverson made the round trip In ten ly devoted several seasons to study in
hours, killing two horses, and during New York. Her marriage cut short
the last five miles homeward bound a career that would probably have
carrying the doctor on his own weary bt-e- artistically successful.
beast. The child's life was saved by
his promptness.
College Men in the Cabinet.
In the last Custer campaign in VirThere are more college men in the
ginia just before the surrender of Lee r resent cabinet circle than ever beq, cotrrier of the Union forces carrying
fore in the history of the country. Out
information as to where Custer might
the nine men who torm the board of
earliest strike the confederate wagon I residential counselors, five hold desupplies made a complete circuit of grees from
seats of learnLee's army and reached his superior ing, while two others pass through the
acaofficer in time to have the Information preparatory courses in
prove of value. With two horses he demics and only accidents prevented
Only
rode 165 miles in eleven hours. This tneir obtaining the sheepskin.
is a fair average to place against the two are absolutely without college
Cossack's journey from the Orient to ('aiiiing and one of these is entirely
St. Petersburg.
and never attended any
It is said in French dispatches that school. When the late President
was inaugurated, only thre
the courier who carried from Port Arthur the final news'oi coming surren- out of his eight cabinet officials were
der to General Kuropatkin at Mukden, college men Hay, Root and Griggs.
walked, crept, swam and rode in the Gage, Long, Charles Emory Smith
saddle 350 miles in sixty hours. This Wilson and Hitchcock could write no
is not impossible.
ittters after their names.
When it comes to riding almost
Made Husband Bid Up.
everything depends upon the horse; a
Mrs. Knox, wife of the exattorn'y
little on the man, if he be a man. H.
general, is telling a story at the ex
I. C, in Chicago Post.
perse of herself and husband. While
t'iey were in New York on a visit last
Noble Missionary Stricken.
Another Father Damien has risen winter Mr. Knox made a casual rein the leper Island of Molokal, where mark regarding a sale of pictures and
that missionary died sixteen years ergravings, in which art works he
a young Belgian takes great delight. Thinking to give
cao. The victim
Rev. Brother Serapion, Lim a pleasant surprise, Mrs. Knox at
whose family name is Van Koop. He tended the sale herself, and In deter
became a leper some time ago and mined fashion ran up the price on sevtook up his abodo in the lazaretto, a eral choice lots. She was unable to
stone's throw from the hut where secure them, however, but on going
Father Damien died. This is the first home learned from Mr. Knox that he
missionary to be attacked by the dread V'as the purchaser, his representative
disease since Father Damien's time. having attended the sale. For a time
Like Father 'Damien, Brother Sera- she clung to the secret, but the story
pion will be segregated from the out was too good to keep permanently.

tionul printery, the biggest and most
office in the United States,
if not in the world. Electricity rules
the roost. There are, for example,
over COO electric motors (the largest
of which is of 100 horse power) supplying power for the machinery. Elec
tricity lights, heats, drives and transports. The engines which drive the
dvnunios depend on electric pumps to
oil their hearings. Electricity is the
wax nielter, the glue maker and the
tool heater. By its aid the 4,000 employes are supplied with water, and it
carries them to their work and lights
the rooms. There is an electric light
square feet,
for Stbout every twenty-fivbesides clusters and ornamental arrangements of lamps in many places.
There are electric elevators, electric
lifts for conveying work and materials
and motors running all kinds of machines from the ruling machine to the
immense press.
Elect ricity helps all the processes of
work throughout the building except in
the foundry, where gas is used to melt
the stereotyping metal. A new fast
press that will print 80,000 eight-pagpapers per hour has a thirty horse
power motor to run it, and a small one
of eight and a half horse power to run
it at slow speed.
All this is as it should be in such an
office. The building, 175 feet wide and
408 feet long, has six acres of actual
working space. The electric power
building, 112x134, has four generators
capable of producing 2,170 horse power
under ordinary demand, or
more, if necessary. The output consists of nearly every kind of printed
mat ter the Congressional Record, myriads of bulletins, bills,, resolutions,
reports, etc., and is long on tables. Papers' and pamphlets are printed by the
million; books are issued by the hundred thousand. Indeed, it is said that
the yearly output costs $0,500,000.
Such "an output deserves the very latest machinery or other devices that
'
may have a proven value.
e
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Ttu; Typographical Journal gives a'í
InKwsting account of tho governuien'
printing office at Washington.
introduction of typesetting machines into the office has a
lengt'ti taken place, and batteries of
linotypes and monotypes are in full
sway.
Something was seen in print to the
effect that this introduction jot machinery would not affect the hand labor in
.he cilice, which is nonsensical. A displacement of hand labor must occur
when a machine that can do the work
of five hand compositors appears on
the cene of battle.
The installment of the machine compositor adds to the marvels of the na- -
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That in addressing; Mrs. Pinkham you
are confiding- your private ills to a woman
a woman whose experience with woman's diseases covers a great many years.
You cn talk freely to a woman when it
is revolting to relate your private troubles
to a man besides a man does not under
stand simply because he is a man.
Many women suffer in silence and drift along
from bad to worse, knowing full well that thev
immediate assistance, buta natural
modesty impels them to shrink from exposing1 themselves to the questions and probably examinations of
even their family physician. It is unnecessary.
Without money or price you can consult a woman
whose knowledge from actual experience is great.

(

(J

Mrs. Pinkham's Standing Invitation:

...

Women snfferinir from any form of female weakness are invited to promptly communicate with Mrs.
Finkhftin at Lynn, Mas.s. All letters are received,
opened, read and answered by women only. A
woman can freely talk of her private illness to a
woman; thus has been established the eternal
confidence between Mrs. Pinkham and the women
of America which has never been brotcen. Out
of the vast volume of experience which she
has to draw from, it is more than possible

that she has gained the very knowledge
that will help your case. She asks nothand her
ing in return except your
good-wil-

l,

4

Mñ
vmvim

mílííJ

atlvice has relieved thousands. Surely any
woman, rich or poor, is very foolish if she
does not take advantage of this generous
Lydia E. Pinkham
offer of assistance.
Medicine Co., Lynn, Mass.
Following we publish two let" As you know, wrote yon that my doctor
ters from it woman who accep- said I must have anI Oieralion
or I could not
live. I then wrote you, telling you my ailted this invitation. Note the ments.
I followed your advice and am enresult.
tirely well. I can walk miles without arm
First letter.
pain, and I owe my life to you anil
ache or a É.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
" Dear Mrs. Pinkham t
to Lydia
" For eight years I have suffered Bome.thing I wish every suifering woman would read
The
periods.
and realize the value of writwith
my
testimonial
every
this
month
terrible
pains are excruciating and 1 can hardly stand ing to you and your remedy." Mrs. Mary
them. My doctor says I have ovarian and Dimmick, 5!Hh and E. Capitol fcitrwts, liüií-nii-ig
P. O., Washington, h. C.
womb trouble, and 1 must go through an operation if I want to got well. I do not want
When a medicine has been successful
to submit to it if 1 can possibly help it.
Please tell me what to do. I hope you can in restoring to health bo many women
Mary Dimmick, Mth and E. whose testimony is so unquestionable,
rolieve me.
Capitol St . lieiining P.O., Washington, D.C. you cannot well say, without trying it,
Second letter.
" I do not believe it will help me." If
' Dear Mrs. Pinkham:
you are ill,
hesitate to get a bot" After, following carefully your advice, tle of Lydiadon't
Vegetable)
E.
and taking Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound at once,Pinkham's Mrs. Pink-taiand write
Compound, I am very anxious to send you
Lynn. Mass., for special advice "
my testimonial, that others may know their
it is free and always helpful.
vulueand what you have done for me .

Mí

n,

well-know- n

high-grad-

BABY ONE SOLID SORE.

e

ASK.

Could Not Shut Eyes to Sleep Spent
$100 on Doctors Baby Grew
Worse Cured by Cuticura
for $5.

COLCHADO SEED KQ'JSE BARTK1.IK
co Mr an v.
oTnZ.'
Denver,
Colorado
Illustrated Catalogue Free

telf-taug-

"A scab formed on my baby's face
spreading until it completely covered
her from head to foot, followed by
boils, having forty on her head at one
time, and more on her body. Then
her skin started to dry up and it became so bad she could not shut her
eves to sleep. One month's treatment
with Cuticura Soap and Ointment
made a complete cure. Doctors and
medicines had cost over $100, with
baby growing worse. Then we spent
less than $5 for Cuticura and cured
her. (Signed) Mrs. G. H. Tucker, Jr.,
335 Greenfield Ave., Milwaukee, Wis."
The woman who drives a man to
drink has no need of a whip.
"A

Wonder-Worke-

of Science."

r

WESIERN

FOR

Northern Grown Seeds

Denver Directory
REPAIRS of every known make
TflVF
- of
stove, ftirnm e or range. Geo. A.
' v 13:11
Lawrence. Denver. Phone72.

l'eep o' Dav Fweet Corn, Old Trusty Incubators.
Handsome catalogue free. The liniue.
Seed i'o.. 1321 Fifteenth rit-- . Itenvor, t olo.

pansa rpx

Pullen.

supplies,
IPVCUlTUC'and wagonmakers'
DLAllKOMHnO
wholesale and retail. Moore
lluro-warA Iron Co., 15th & Waiew. Denver.
THE O. W. FAIR COKNH'K WOKKS CO.
Metal Bkyllchts, stamped steel cellinBS. plp-im- c
anil slate, tile and metal roofs, etc.
Dl

INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD
CO.. DKNVEB
1VKITK O. K. AIY
S, free with
C Cabinet, worth
I ABLE
$ir, limeerv order. Send for
list. BON 1. LOOK. Kith and Wake, Denver.
The New Kngland Uleetrtc Co., Iñr.l Pinko
wVaWcafaioSSS.' ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

VITnUCkl

Special rates to Kardeiners. Bst Imported and American Stock. Price-liand Catalog free to all applicants.
THE L. A. VVATKINS Í..DSE.C0.
15Ü5 to 1S8I Wasee
Iever, Oilo.
The difference between a man and a.
woman is often Indifference.
st

S

Tree, fruit and ornamen- -. '
tal. small fruits, rose,
bulbs ana
Bhrubs, vines.
hedge plants. We send by
mail postpaid and Buarnnte
KHtiafnctlasi. Larger sent by-,
exprexs or freight. CataSt--

Luther Burbank, the California ma15
gician, has developed a verbena with The A. E. MEEK TRUNK & BAG MFG. CO.
í
a strong arbutas fragrance. He has 12H7 10th St.. Denver. Colo. Write for ratios;. íi
i
K
made possible a new fruit, the plum-co- t,
1
'4 loKue free.
Send for It.
a combination of the common wild FAMOUS J H. WILSON STOCK SADDLES
Two nilllioij
4'iS'iH teen yearn.
plum
Japanese
plum,
the
American
Ask yoar dealer fo tliem. Taita no other.
trees. "International Saiwr- -'
"
JFD
and the apricot. He has accomplished
le. Uenrer, Colo.
all
and
imIw.
for
Fnrta
Needle
accepted
at,
WiTUIMC?
but
what Darwin hinted
niAhlilliLO Wholesa e and retad. AeentHKanied,
with reservations the grafting of one Standnrd MewliiK Marhiil Co.. Sis llitü ntroei.
tree upon another and at the same time
COLORADO IH0N WORKS CO.
the transformation of the tree withBROWN PALCE HOTEUr
LET VS ftl'OTK YOU FU1CKS
out fertilization, the accomplishment
K tironead plan. Í1.50 and nnward.
your Ore Huebeta. Shaft Cas. Mina
of a complete cross by the graft. The
Itall, Ore Cara, Kítr.
details of these and other experiments, COLUMBIA HOTEL
Our Catulojcae !Vo. 11 oa "Aeeea-ori- rs
Mr. Burbank's aims, beliefs, and hopes St. Rates fl.r.O to $2.0(1. American plan.
for Minea" Vs HI be Mailed
in his work, will be the substance of
European Men of Finance Uneasy Over Long Duration
Cain.
Free. Send for It.
William S. Harwood's article in the AMERICAN HOUSE
of War.
April Century, the second of two pa- hest2pert!ay hotel In the Wost. Anerlcin clan.
of Scipers on "A Wonder-Worke- r
PATRONIZE WESTERN
ence."
If Japan has found readier buyers lurnh'hing Russia war supplies. But
MANUFACTURERS
for her new war bonds than Russia has the Paris bankers have gone so far as
Union
Dnot.
One block from
Denver.
C. H. MOKSE. Mgr.
1
If your merchant dwes not offer trt
in the pending negotiations in Parir, it to interfere in Russia's policy by ingoods write for reference for nearest
is still forced to pay a very stiff price. sisting upon peace negotiations, while
ágenev. The 1'lnttner Automatic liar
0
Hakes, PlaiJapan has been left free to follow her
Mucker, I'lnttoer l"ut
In order to obtain a loan of
Good tea doesn't have td
ner t'ulile Hoy 1'nlley, Plstlsfr Lever
at 4 per cent, Japan has to own counsels.
Harrows, Hearer M.wers, Heaver Mar
It has been said that war is the hartakes. Machine Supplies for all mamake the price of 90 and pledge tne
be fine ; if fine, all the better.
lKtU nnl Larimer S., Denver, Colo.
chinery; also nicludniK machines sold
European
net receipts of the government tobac- vest time of the financier and investor,
That's the place to stop.
by the trust.
plan. 75c and up.
There is, but one degree of
The cus- what with its forced loans and imco monopoly as security.
The Plattner Implement Co.
mense
contracts.
Nothing
already
been
is
more
toms revenue has
goodness ; there are twenty
Desvsf, Colorad
pledged for two foreign loans last certain than that the great financial
Manufacturers
Denver Camera Exchange
interests could stop the war if they
year.
products,
of
fineness.
buy
to
for
Trost
Refuse
135 Ittth Street. Opposite Court Hou.4C.
So far the French bankers have would. So far they have kept their
without your patronage they cannot
aniM forí'yuo I'ttimr ami
Wr
Mrtll
scruples
exist.
moral
yourtUu,
more
tpeontUy.
under
control and yieldsupplies. Developing
balked at furnishing Russia
The fellow who spouts hot air has to
money even on their own rigorous ed to the influence of big bonuses. No
same.
buy
just
the
coal
& ASUYING 00.
DENVER ANALYTICAL
PIPC
terms. They not only exact a low doubt their consciences will grow
1747 Lawrenre 8l
Denver. Colo. ('OLD 7,1c.(10l,D
addias
mere
active
their
inbonds,
financial
but
risks
price of issue for the
GOLD.SlLVI.RAiSnr'Ol'l'liK
AiVLalI.VKB
.'.
Beware of Ointments for Catarrh
60. Kaports on apeclmens reoe.ved by mall betional profits for themselves that in crease.
fore nnou sent out same dav. Mailing envelopes
that Contain Mercury, of amell and
The statement that Russia has alfull prioe list aent on reqiiftst.
the shape of commissions and assurM mercury will surely destroy the ene
derange the whole cystem when
ances that a large part of the proceeds ready lost 500,000 of the 775,000 men aail completely
entering It through the mucous surfaces. Such
of the loan shall be expended in sent to Manchuria, without scoring a articles should never he used exepjit on prescrip? ÁNKING BY MAIL
from reptltjihle physicians, as the damiipe they,
Hf
French shipyards. This- was precisely cingle victory, is enough to cause in tions
w rue i"r twuswi unu iiihh opwill do ta ten fold to the good you can possibly detions. We pav 4 per cent from
a cer- rive from them. Hall's :aiarrh Cure, manufactured
Germany's conditions when it took the most daring money-lende- r
Demerno
()..
$1,800.000
assets.
Co.,
contains
Toledo,
a dollar tin
F. J. Cheney
$80,000,000 of Russia's previous loan. tain uneasiness of conscience over by
cury, and is taken internally, aetlntí directly upon
positors In 20 states, lour savthe t!ood and mucous surfaces of the system. In
ings can do some of your earnGermany was to have preference in Russia's financial integrity.
pet
you
Cure ho sure
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in Convention,
The
Several days ago there were gathered before the county court house
several small bands of men discussing the topics of the day. One of
these small conventions contained five
men who were earnestly arguing over
a case which had been decided in
court the preceding morning.
Suddenly one of them exclaimed,
"My goodness, boys, all of us are
And so it was, fie who had
been so unfortunate as to 'ose an eye
had by ehaice collected in one group.
Columbia State.
One-Eye- d

one-eyed-

Sign

Painter

Now a Duke

C

tiuylnii Hall's Catarrh
tin
genuine. It Is taken Internally and made In Toledo,
Ohio, tv Y J. Cheney & On. Testimonial ira,
hold bv DruKjlts. Price, Trie, per bottle.
Take Hall's 1 aiully fills for coustlimtiua.

Edward Ockels, for years a sign
painter at 11 Spring street, Waterbury,
This is the time of year when the
Conn., has been notified by bankers at spring
poem is HpruiiK.
The Hague that he Is heir to the title
and estate of the Van Salwick family
of Holland, his brother, the duke of
Van Zelden, having died, leaving no
The soul is let loose by
children. Ockels says his real name is
Edward Charles. Antonio Ockels Van
tea ; it wanders far and forSalwick and that his grandparents posgets its prison.
sessed one of the finest properties in
Holland.
The duke Is still painting
signs and wi'.l continue to do so nül
There1 wouM be no comrtlaint Hi this
vniiiipr man It h
,ipp ngntnpt the
le gets his possessions, he says.
would only go In the riht direction.

""tea

ing.

The Central

Savings

Bank

Denver. Colorado.

E. E. BURLINGAME
ASSAY

0FF!0EN

&

CO.,

LABORATORY

Established in Colorado,lBr,6. Samples by tnallot
express will receive prompt nd enreful attention
Gold & Slim Bullion
CoscDntraSlca
.ITÍ6-1- T
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FRESH AIR FOR CONSUMPTIVES

Gen. Horace Porter Writes of His as Yet
Unsuccessful Quest for Remains of Hero.

Most Effective Weapon

Available for Conflict
With Dreaded "White Plague"

MwW'l-''W-

SEEKS PAUL JOIES' GIIAVE

Upon coming to France I felt a
sense of deep humiliation to think
that the most fascinating hero of our
revolution and the father of the American navy, John Paul Jones, had been
permitted to lie for more than a century in an unknown and forgotten
grave in a foreign land and that no
serious effort had been made to rescue
his remains from oblivion. More than
five years ago upon my own responsibility I began a systematic search for
the recovery of his body. It was believed to have been buried in a cemetery for foreign Protestants, presumably the old St. Louis cemetery in the
quarter of Paris, alnortheastern
though several authors had mentioned
other burying grounds.
Unfortunately the public records
had been disturbed and scattered during the revolution, and the registers
of foreign Protestant burials burned
by the commune in 1871. Fortunately,
an árcheologist had preserved a copy
of the register containing Paul Jones'
certificate of burial, but no mention
was made of the place of interment.
Search was then madé of the records
of the national assembly which had
honored Paul Jones' memory by a- pointing a distinguished delegation to
attend his funeral, also of newspapers
of that date, July 20, 1702, as well as
records of many departments of the
public service, of registers of ail
known cemeteries and of the Protest
ant church, whose pastor delivered the
funerál oration, but by a singular fatality no mention was made as to
where the remains had been depos
ited.
Finally, direct information, corrobo
rated by circumstantial evidence, was
obtained which made it certain that
Paul Jones had been buried in the now
abandoned St. Louis cemetery. Among
other evidence, a most interesting let
ter was discovered in the department
of justice, saying that when it was
found that there was no money avail
able for the funeral, M. Simonneau, a
commissary of police, generously vol- -
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Debility After Malaria, a
a. Wife'
Uiulmnd'i lilietiuiatism, a ln;litr
Nervous Prostration,
"I have recommended Dr. Williams'
Pink Pills to many people," said Mm.
Gossett, " because I have seen such good
results, time after time, right in my own
family. There are three of us who have
no docbt about Iheir merits. We do not
need to take anybody's word 011 the subject for our own experience has taught us
how well they deserve praise.
" It was just about, ten years aso that
I first rend about Dr. Williams' Pink
Pills, and bought my first box. I was at
that time all run down, weak, nervous
i"jd without ambition. I had been doctoring all slimmer for miliaria and
stonmch trocble. Everybody thought 1
.was going into consumption, as my
mother had died of that disease,
" Thanks to Dr. Williams' Pink Pills,
I am now alive and hearty. I began to
improve as soon ns I began to take them,
and when I had taken three boxes I was
woman. Everyone wonders how I
keep so well and am ablo to care for my
homo nud six children without help.
Dr. Williams' Piuk Pills explain it.
'
"My oldest girl's health began to fail
jwlien she was about fourteen. She- was
nervous, complniued of sharp puiii3 in
her head, would get deathly sink and
have to leave the school room to got fresh
'air to revive her. I gave some pills to her.
She took only a few boxes, but they cured
her troubles, and caused ber to develop
into a perfect picture of health. Thou my
husband took them for rheumatism and.
found that they would cure that too. So
you see we have all got great good from
using them, and that is why we recommend them to others."
Mrs. Minnie B. Gossett lives at
Uhrichsvillc, Tuscarawas Co., Ohio, and'
field.
What was once consecrated ground is well known, as she has resided in the
same neighborhood for more than thirhas since been desecrated by its havteen years. Her story shows that a
ing been occupied by market gardenblood sound
ers and contractors for removing night medicine which makes the
strong,
overcomes a variand
nerves
the
soil, and even by the burial of dogs.
ety of diseases and should be found in
It is fitting that an effort should be
every household. Dr. Williams'Piuk Pills
made to give him appropriate sepulsold by all druggists everywhere.
ture at last in that great land of liber- are
They
have cured anaemia, and nil forms
ty which his heroic deeds helped make
of weakness, also the most stubborn
free.
cases of dyspepsia and rheumatism.
They are indispensable for growing girls.

unteered to pay out of his own pocket
the expenses, amounting to 4112 francs.
M. Simonneau was then commissary
of the arrondissement where th St.
Louis cemetery was located.
I was now perfectly convinced the
body had been burled there, and no
mention of any removals from this
cemetery could be found upon the
city records, apd no intimation to
that effect. Nevertheless, to be certain, I decided to make arrangements
whereby I was permitted to sink a
shaft on the premises, and at a dtpth
of seventeen feet the bodies of the
dead were found undisturbed.
Tho
ground had been leveled up and is covered with buildings.
After difficult negotiations extending
over a year an agreement was finally
executed with proprietors and tenants
whereby options were procured for
making the necessary excavations.
After making careful estimates of the
cost I recommended a maximum appropriation of ?35,000.
There is absolute proof that John
Paul Jones was buried in a leaden
coffin which undoubtedly bears a plato
with his name. Besides, I have tho
exact measures of his body and other
trustworthy means of identification.
While other countries have been gathering the ashes of their heroes in Pantheons, Walhallas and Westminster
abbeys, all that is mortal of this marvelous organizer of American victories upon the sea lies like the body of
an outcast in a squalid quarter of a
distant city, in a neglected grave,
where he was placed by the hand of
charity to keep him from the potter's

TO MARK VALIANT

DEEDS.

Societies Organized to Secure Recog
nition of American Triumphs.
President Roosevelt has had his at
tention called to the agitation started
by the Military Order of the Dragon,
composed of officers of the United
States army, who assisted in sup
pressing the Boxter uprising in China,
to suitably commemorate the part
taken by the United States in that
struggle, as well as to talk in the
Society of the Army of Santiago, as
to marking commemorative places in
Cuba.
Nearly all the European
countries have marked their part in
tte Chinese struggle by tablets on the
wall at Pekin, and the idea is to have
this country do the same. The tablets
would contain the names of the soldiers and sailors who were killed and
vpunded at Pekin and elsewhere in
China. At Santiago it is proposed to
mark the points of the battlefield that
were most important to the Americans
as, well as the graves of American
soldiers.
BLAME PLACED ON LOOMIS.
Said to Be Cause of Friction in State

Department.
Francis B. Loomis, whose retirement
from the position of assistant secretary of state is forecast in dispatches
from Washington,, was responsible, it
if said, for the first trouble over the
Dominion treaty. While Mr. Hay was
sick and Mr. Loomis was in charge of
the state department's affairs the first
draft of the Dominion agreement was
published, together with the statement1
that it would n'ot have to receive the
approval of the Senate before going
into effect. This is wut led to the
recent differences between the president and the senate. It 5s said there

Tommy, I don't like to
Mamma
have you play with boys who are bad.
Tommy But the good boys are no
good, mamma.

EFFECTS OF PROSPERITY.
In the six years of the country's
greatest prosperity, from 1S97 to 1903,
average prices of breadstuffs advanced
65 per cent., meats 23.1 per cent, dairy,
and garden products 50.1 per cent,
and clothing 24.1. All these were products of the farmer and stockman who

profited more than any other class of
the community by these advances.
The miner benefited 42.1 per cent by
that advance in the average price of
metals. The only decrease in the
average prices of commodities in that
period was in railway freight rates
e
which decreased from .798 per
in 1897 to .763 in 1903, a loss
of 4.4 per cent. The report of the Interstate Commerce Commission shows
that the average increase in the pay
of railroad employes in the period was
a trifle above 8.5 per cent.
ton-mil-

"Isn't your grandfather an octogenarian, Bobby?" asked the visitor. "No,
ma'am," replied the little fellow. "He's1''
a Methodist."
Every housekeeper should know
if they will buy Defiance
Cold
Water Starch for laundry use they
will Bave not only time, because it
never sticks to the Iron, but because
each package contains 16 oz. one full
pound while all other Cold Water
pound packStarches are put up in
ages, and the price is the same, 10
cents. Then again because Defiance
Starch is free from all injurious chemicals. If your grocer tries to sell you
a
package it is because he has
a stock on hand which he wishes to
dispose of before he puts in Defiance.
He knows that Defiance Starch has
printed on every package in large letters and figures "16 ozs." Demand Defiance and save much time and money
and the annoyance of the iron sticking. Defiance never sticks.
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The man who doesn't worry is entitled to a lot of credit he never gets.
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The following abstracts from an ar- tion is on safe ground. The person
ticle by J. E. Stubbert. M. D., in the with an extra good appetite will have
not carried to the line of obsequious' Medical
Record, should receive wide to exercise
or be placed
ness.
No doubt if on the retired list to learn wisdom by
and careful attention.
these ideas could be carried out, the experience.
Caprice and affection are potent "white plague"
would be robbed of
factors la governing the movements much of its terror:
Cigarettes.
jt mankind.
Tobacco injures men and kills chil
In ancient times it was highly Imdren. The Chicago school board has
A man's means count for a preat proper to expose a tuberculous pabeen having a medical examination ot
deal when his appearance Is under tient, especially one beyond the first
stage, to a breath of fresh air except certain pupils before allowing them to
discussion.
on the mildest days in summer, while take part in certain athletic sports
Boys and girls were subjected to the
A woman shows her true feelings the night air was dreaded and avoided
same examination. Not. one girl was
when the object u her affection Is as the plague. Then the more observfound
unable to pass, while a large
ant
thoughtful
men
and
noticed
that
spoken of lightly.
those who lived more in the open air number, of the boys, in almost every
case smokers, were found to be in a
e
Women speak of dress reform as did not die as quickly as the
physical condition which made violent
though they really meant to do some patients, and they began to urge an
outdoor life and moderate exercise exercise of any kind very dangerou-thing in that line.
as a prophylactic as well as a cure twenty-onout or a hundred were
found unfit, and all but three suffered
conThe man who runs away from for those In the early stages of
from some form of heart trouble. Al
trouble does not always escape the sumption. Those in the more advanc- most
stages
without exception the unfit one?
only
ed
were
allowed
fresh
air
consequences of it.
when it was at summer temperature, were cigarette smokers.
The majority of men think they but even this was better than being
How to Earn Sound Sleep.
know how to circumvent the most ac kept indoors in warm,
All doctors are not bo careful of
rooms the whole year.
complished schemer.
There are several plans by which the welfare of their patients as they
the
victim of tuberculosis may con-- 1 might be. Here is a story of one who
An .Individual who lacks force of
went to
character can he trusted only with tinuously breathe pure, fresh air by tor of a the limit. He is the proprie
famous health resort not far
night as well as by day. Sleeping out
commonplace secrets.
.
When he receives a pain the open air is "not harmful to a from
for
tient
he says:
treatment
large
people.
majority
tuberculous
of
A woman, has no trouble In apply
"Now, I want it understood that un
Millet, of Urockton, Mass., reports
ing to herself the situation of an op
the cases of five patients whom he less you do exactly as I say, there is
pressed heroine of fiction.
recommended to sleep out of doors at no use of your staying."
This rule sometimes requires him to
night. They were allowed no roof
. Men like to have women pay defervery harsh, but he never hesitates.
ence to their ability to detect the over their heads except In rainy be
acts on the theory that he can bet
He
They'
wore
weather.
felt
soft
hats
weaning of side remarks.
and cotton nightshirts, sleeping under ter afford to offend a single patient
lose him that to have that pa
It is very easy for a man to tell ordinary bedclothes in beds arranged and
go back home and tell his friends
tient
Imon
the
houses.
roofs
of
their
po
would
if
do
placed in the
what he
Dr.
had dune him no good,
provement
two
was
weeks.
in
noted
sition of some other man.
Coughs disappeared, temperatures be- relates the Washington Star.
Not long ago a
clergy
When notoriety is mistaken for came normal, respirations were easier man went
to
treatment.
this
resort
for
atweight
rapidly.
No
and
increased
popularity some one 1s seen to be af
tention was paid to dampness and The doctor looked him over upon his
fected with an attack ot conceit.
drafts, and heavy dews were regarded r.rrival and said :
"While you are here you must take
as
inconvenient simply because of the
It hurts a woman's feelings to find
long walks every day."
necessity
drying
bedclothes.
of
the
that a man has said her complexion
"But I can't take walks," replied
Sleeping in a small room with an
was subject to frequent changes.
open window does not appear to be the parson. "I haven't done any walking for years. My heart won't stand
Many a woman holds such an exalt nearly .so beneficial to the patient as
ed opinion of herself that she has not when the nights are passed on a ver it"
They argued the question quite NEW TO SUCCEED CORTELYOU
time to find out what others think of anda or in a tent where there is a warmly.
As the clergyman and docon
free
all
If
circulation
of
sides.
air
ber.
a patient were fortunate enough to tor were good friends, the latter was Indiana Man Chairman of Republican
National Committee.
have a large room with a southern ex- "more lenient ' than usual. However,
WORDS OF THE WISE.
Harry Stewart New, who has been
posure and containing one or two ho bided his time. The next afteropen fireplaces, in addition to large noon the physician said to the clergy appointed vice chairman of the Re- Nations, like individuals, live or die, windows on
three sides, which might man:
but civilization can not perish. Maz- - be opened at night, he might derive
"It's a nice day. I would like you
zini.
approximately the benefit incident to to go horseback riding with me."
Riding they went. "When they were
tent life.
Man yields to custom as he bows
McGraham, of South Carolina, pre about eight miles from the sanitarium
to fate in all things ruled, mind, fers the circular to the army tent, and the physician said: "Oh, doctor, won't
' body and estate. Crabble.
thinks it better to place it on a plat- you get me that flower by the roadform two feet from the ground, and side? I don't like to leave this
We always like those who admire to do without carpets and draperies. hcrse."
its, but we do not always like those Draperies are not necessary, but rugs
As soon as the clergyman was on
whom we admire. Rochefoncauld.
add greatly to the comfort and con- the ground the doctor galloped off
venience of those in ill health, and with both horses, and the clergyman
Every time a man smiles, and much their use can be made perfectly safe was compelled to valle back to the
more when he laughs, it adds some- by exposing them to the sunlight for sanitarium. Upon his arrivel he was
if i
thing to his fragment of life. Sterne. a few hours daily.
very angry, and was for packing up
and leaving at once. There was nft
Be great in act as you have been Special Hospitals for Consumptives. train that night, so he was forced to
in thought. Suit the action to the
The next
A hundred years ago the city of stay a few hours longer.
word and the word to the action.
Naples, Italy, erected a lare hospital morning he came down radiant and
Shakespeare.
for consumptives, and required the good natured.
"Doctor," said he, "I was pretty
isolation of all persons suffering from
God be thanked for books; they are this disease. It is only recently, howsore at you last night, but I forgive
the voices of the distant and the dead, ever, that the authorities of modern everything. I have had the first good
and make us heirs of the spiritual life cities have become awakened to the sleep I have enjoyed in months. Hereof past ages. Channing.
importance of this sanitary measure. after I'll obey your order implicitly."
Recently a number of cities have
O, cursed lust of gold! When fot taken steps for the establishment of TIMELY VEGETARIAN
RECIPES. publican national committee, and who,
up
upon .the retirement of Mr. Cortelyou,
thy sake the fool throws
his in hospitals especially for the treatment
terest in both worlds, first starved in of cases of consumption by the
Cream of Celery Soup Ingredients: villi become acting chairman, is a
this, then damned in that to come.
"open-ai- r
method." Excellent Celery tops, 1 quart cream or rich resident of Indianapolis, Ind., where
' Blair.
he is well known in political and
results are reported from this method milk.
Method
Put tops in saucepan, cover newspaper circles. He was in charge
of treatment.
; A WORD FROM BRE'R WILMAMS.
The German government has a with water, simmer one hour. Drain, of the Republican western headquarlarge central committee numbering return water to pan, add milk and ters at Chicago during the last camNo use wastin' time tryln' ver cul more than thirteen hundred persons, stalks, simmer one-ha- lf
hour longer, paign. Mr. New was born in Indiantivate wisdom. Once you got it, it organized for the purpose cf erecting season to taste, remove celery, thick- apolis in 1858 and was educated at
cultivates you.
hospitals for the treatment of tuber en to consistency cf cream. Serve Eutler college. For a short time he
served as police commissioner and
culosis. This committee has under its hot.
Chill
One also has been a member of the state
Misery is so fond er comp'ny, she'd Supervision seventy-fou- r
Sauce Ingredients:
such hospi- senate. During the Spanish war he
walk ten miles ter set up wid a fun tals, and last year treated over thirty quart strained tomato, 4 tablespoon-fulminced celery, 3 tablespoonfuls was assistant adjutant general.
eral Hen minutes.
thousand patients, of whom eighty per
cent were returned to their homes minced onion, sucar.
Charity not only kivers a multi- - practically cured after remaining in
Method' Put all together in sauce- COST OF MODERN EDUCATION.
ude of sinners, but she tileege ter the hospitals on an average of a little pan, let come to boil, set on back of
range and simmer two hours.
Al Increase In Tuition Charges Greatly
have kiver enough ter hide some er less than three months.
to Be Deplored.
small piece of, lemon peel and a cup
de saints.
,
of chopped tart apples will greatly
The tendency toward higher prices,
An Extra Good Appetite.
is illustrated
De sayin' is, friendship is des a
A good appetite is a symptom of Improve the flavor. Cook till apples even for education,
name; but, half de time, w'en you good health. An extra good appetite are done, remove lemon peel, cool, again by the announcement that Vas-sa- r
college has raieed its rates. Since
gits "in trouble It tells de judge it is sometimes a symptom of constituserve.
Candied Sweet Potatoes Boil pota- 1866 a girl's absolutely necessary exain't got no name at all!
tional disturbance somewhere. A sample letter sent to the "Questions and toes till tender, remove jackets, ar- penses at Vassar have been $400 &
Ef you ain't got wisdom enough Answers" column of a prominent range in oiled baking pan, sprinkle year. Now they go up to J500. Inter git out er a shower er rain, you health journal was something like with powdered sugar, brown in slow stitutions of learning, like enterprises
ought not ter raise a howl w'en de this:
of any other sort, can not live beyond
oven.
'
yuther feller steals yo' umbreller.
Sweet Potato Cutlets Pare pota- their incomes for very long at a time.
"I am troubled with pimples, not to
Atlanta Constitution.
a great extent, but still very annoying. toes', cover with boiling water, boil Since their running expenses are more
They appear principally on the fore- twenty minutes, drain off half the than they used to be, and since they
REFLECTIONS OF A BACHELOR. head, but occasionally on other places. water, and cook till soft. They should must be constantly extending their
I often feel languid, and tire easily, be almost dry when done. Mash or courses and Improving their facilities,
, An automobile is
rigid economy and cannot gain flesh, although I have put through ricer. Form in shape of they must get more money from somecompared with a wife.
an extra good appetite. Still I am chops, sprinkle with powdered sugar, where. The unfortunate feature of
Serve the situation is that increased tuition
not sick, and have not been in bed for and brown in medium oven.
A woman can cry herself into a day in my life. Age, nineteen years. with sugar peas.
charges make it very hard for young
places a man can't fight into.
Porkless Baked Beans Wash beans, men and women in moderate circumWill you kindly advise me what you
place in heavy pot and boil five min- stances to pay the market price for
think would remove these pimples?"
Once in a .while a boy knows
There is little doubt but that the utes. Salt to taste. Bake twenty-fou- r their education. The advance in rates
enough not to know more than his "extra good appetite" alluded to afhours In slow oven, keeping bare- irakés it all the more important to befather.
fords the key to the situation. The di- ly covered with water, When done, stow scholarships with a liberal hand.
gestive organs have more than they the beans should be of a uniform No college that turns away a student
A woman isn't half as afraid of a can take care of, and consequently do dark brown. Longer cooking will im- because he is poor is fulfilling its misburglar's revolver as he is of her not properly take care of anything fur- prove.
sion. Ohio State Journal.
scres.3iPotatoes Lyonnaise Chop cold boilnished. There will be frequent headNatal Women Want Suffrage.
aches, skin disorders and alternate con- ed or baked potatoes. Season with
A widow is awful clever to make a stipation and diarrhea with such perNatal women who are members of
salt while chopping1. Stir in onions
man think he is good to her because sons. Pimples are a natural result of and parsley minced. If too stiff, thin the local branch of the Women's Sufhe pities her.
with nut cream to consistency desir- frage League have circulated a petisuch depraved blood conditions.
With many people the habit of ed. Turn into oiled baking pan, tion which they propose to present to
The petitionYon pay an extra high price for life hearty eating is continued when tho smooth, brush with cream, brown. the Natal Parliament.
insurance, avl somebody, else gets warm spring days come. Pood which Serve in squares.
ers claim that on the grounds of juswhat you buy.
s
was appropriate when the thermometStewed in Cream Pare tice, equity and expediency the parer was at zero is continued in tho young turnips, cut in dice. Simmer liamentary franchise should be extendIt Is a much better guess to be same quality and quantity when tho till nearly done. Drain off nearly all ed to them, and they contend that as
made a fool of by a woman than to thermometer .rises to ninety degrees the water. Add enough cream to women own property, pay taxes, dithink. e!ie is the one.
In the sun, and averages above sixt.7 barely cover. Salt to taste. Simmer rectly and indirectly, and are subject
all day and night. The person who till tender (don't boil).
Thicken to all the laws, it is unjust that they
should have no voice in the making of
a
appetite
under
such
condislightly.
his
loses
Serve.
the laws.
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Schilling's Best you are missing a good deal of comfort.
Your grocer return
Schilling'! Beet.

your money if you don't Wim

Tha man who talks as if he had his
moon full of hot mush Is never able
to make a stirring: speech.

'""IK

FRANCISB. LOOmS
has been friction in the state department éver since, which cannot be
stopped save oy the removal of one of
its causes.

FARMS GIVKJr AWAY.

10,000 farms of 160 acres each, situated In the Uintah Indian Reservation
in Utah, will bo open for occupancy
very shortly. Don't you want tovhome-stea- d
one and make yourself a home?
This land is the best adapted to stock
raising and farming of any land in.
Utah. Bend 25 cents fff? book and map
telling- about the country, how
to
homestead and route to get to the land.;
THE UINTAH COLONY CO.,

Box 498, Denver, Colo.

Admiral Togo.
ounce of action Is worth a pound
Frederick Villiers, the English cor- of An
threats.
respondent, writes as follows of a
meeting he had with Admiral Togo on
Lewis' "Single Binder" straight Re ciar.
board the hitter's flagship: "The great Price to dealers f:(ü.0O per M They cost
some more than other brands, but no mors
man had a peculiar way of standing than a good 5o cign'- - should cost.
Lewis'
with both hands spread out on his Factory, Peoria, 111.
hips and ,arms akimbo.
I took a
It Is always better to shake hands
sketch of him in this position, and than
to shake friends.
then I found a most amusing coincidence: His officers, from the chief of
M. Wlnslow'd Soothing? Ryrnp.
For children tetnlildr, mfU'nn tha urna, nMjiirp ti.
his staff down to the middies, all JUmuutUuu,
auays pula, curus wind tllu. &c a lwiu.
aped their beloved chief and stood
with their arms and hands In the
most popular secret
Th
among the rirls is one where theysoeletv
swap'
Bsme attitude."
eeorets Instead of keeping them.

Five Cellars Easily Earned.
All boys like to earn a few pennies
now and then, but Mark Twain tells
of a very unusual way in which he
once made the princely sum of five dollars as a email boy. At one school he
attended there was a strict rule against
marking the desks. Any boy discovered mutilating a desk must be punished being offered his choice between paying five dollars or taking a
public whipping.
The irresistible
combination of a
desk
knife in his pocket
and a brand-newas too much for Mark; he succumbed
to the temptation and whittled away
until the teacher caught him. The
punishment was set for the following
day, and Mark's father, thinking It a
pity the lad should be publicly
whipped gave him a lecture and a
bill. Five dollars looked pretty
big to Mark. He thought it over carefully, and when the time came, with
the bill in his pocket, went up and took
the whipping.
6hiny-toppe-

d

five-doll-

Worked His Way Up.
Senator Knute Nelson came to this
country from Norway when six years
of age, and when nineteen went into
the Union army. There were hard
knocks, and plenty of them. He first
lived in Chicago, then went to Wisconsin and to Minnesota. He is a linguist
of unusually fine attainments. He is
men in
one of the most widely-reathe Senate and as a conversationalist
he is charming to a high degree.
d

What Everybody Says.
Jamboree, Ky., April 3rd. (Special.) "I suffered for years with my
back," says Mr. J. M. Coleman, a well
known resident of this place. "Then
I used Dodd's Kidney Pills asd I have
not felt a pain since. My little girl
complained of her back.
She used
f
box of Dodd's Kidney
about
Pills and she la sound and well."
It is thousands of statements like
the above that show Dodd's Kidney
Pills to be the one cure for Backache
or any other symptom of deranged
kidneys. For Backache is simply a
sign that the Kidneys need help.
Dodd's Kidney Pills always cure
Backache. They also always cure
Bright's Disease, Diabet, Dropsy,
Rheumatism, Bladder and Urinary
Troubles and Heart Disease.
These
are more advanced stages of kidney
disease. Cure your Backache with
Dodd's Kidney Pills and you need
sever fear them.
.

one-hal-

Rich Woman's Bath.
When that massive pile of ugliness
In Fifth avenue is finished and Senator
Clark takes up his residence there, his
young wife will have the most luxin the world. It will
urious bath-roothe most
excel in Its appointments
sumptuous baths of the early Romans,
and, beside it the bath of the modern
Oriental which is a good deal more
of a fable than a fact will pale into
insignificance. Onyx, alabaster and
the finest marble ever quarried enter
into its construction. There are showers and needles and plunges., and the
water will be filtered and will be as
pure and clear as crystal.
But the one novelty Mrs. Clark will
possess which even Caesar did not enjoy will be an ingenious arrangement
of tiny faucets from which rare perfumes may be drawn and the water impregnated with their sensuous odors.
She may bathe in softened water
which exhales the scent of the gera-rriuor the violet or attar of roses.
The Idea is a new one, and it is the
invention of a Pittsburg genius who
got carte blanche to design the most
luxurious and artistic bathroom in the
United States.

ROCKEFELLER'S PLEA
DENIES CHARGE OF DISHONESTY.
Oil Solicitor
Great Oil Magnate Says
Allegations of Ministers Are False
and Vile.
New York, April 7. S. C. T. Dodd,
chief solicitor of the Standard Oi!
Company, gave out a statement yesterday with reference to the recent discussion as to the acceptance of a gift
of $100,000 offered by John D. Rockefeller for missionary work.
Mr. Dodd declares that the statement that Mr. Rockefeller made his
money dishonestly "is false, is vile
and, being made by ministers in the
pretended interest of morality, is
doubly vile."
Mr. Dodd then pays that the Standard Oil Company does not own a
share of stock in any railway; does
not control any railroad company, and
that since the enactment of the interstate commerce law, has not received
lower rates than other shippers by rebates, arrangements, devices or plans
of any character.
The testimony of Howard Page,
freight agent of the Standard Oil
Company, before the Industrial Commission, is quoted in this connection.
With reference to gas and copper
companies, Mr. Dodd says:
"No doubt many have been prejudiced against Mr. Rockefeller by sensational writers, whose articles, accompanied by portraits and caricatures, are intended to create the impression tht Mr. Rockefeller was principal in the affairs relating to the organization of the gas and copper companies, although no fact showing such
connection is stated. The Standard Oil
Company has already denied that it
had any conection or interest, directly
or indirectly, in the organization of
these corporations, and on the best authority the same denial is now made
for John D. Rockefeller. He had no
connection with nor interest in, directly or indirectly, the organization of
these corporations."
corporations."
In his statement Mr. Dodd says:
"There may well be a difference of
opinion on the abstract question
whether the board of missions should
receive gifts unless satisfied that the
giver is honest; but all will agree that
if he who would bring hia gift to the
altar must come with clean hands, still
more should he who ministers at the
altar and receives the gift be free
from stain. There is no excuse for
those who make mfSiey dishonestly,
and still less excuse for those who, in
the name of religion, falsely accuse
their fellow men."

Statement

of Standard

Defends

Many Railway Disasters.
Washington, April 7. A report of
the railroad accidents in the United
States during October, November and
December, 1904, has been completed
by the Interstate Commerce Commission. It shows that, in that quarter,
passengers and IS!) employes were killed and 1,430 passengers and 1,808 employes injured; a
total of 242 persons lulled and 3.2S9
injured, in train accidents.
Other accidents to passengers and
employes, not the Tesult of collisions
or derailments, bring the total number of casualties up to 14,978 951
killed and 14,027 injured.
The report indicates a decrease of
175 killed and C24 injured as compared
with the last preceding quarter. Of
passenthe total number of
gers killed in train accidents, twenty-ninwere killed in one collision between a passenger train and a freight
train.
The total number of collisions and
derailments in the quarter was 2,950,
the financial damage aggregating
The number of employes
killed in coupling and uncoupling cars
in the quarter was seventy-ontwelve more than in the preceding
three months.
fifty-thre-

e

fifty-thre-

e

e

Dangers of the Piano.
A Berlin physician says that out of
5,000 girls who played the piano before the age of twelve years, he found
Ü00 cases of nervous diseases; whereas
out of the same number who did not
pay the Instrument he found 100 cases.
The author of these experiments states
that the piano should never be used by
a child before the age of sixteen years,
and only two hours a day at the max.
,

e

lmum.
CHILDREN

AFFECTED.

T

By Mother's Food and Drink.
Many babies have been launched Into
life with constitutions weakened by

disease taken in with their mother's
milk. Mothers cannot be too c&re.ol
as to the food they use while nursing
their babes. The experience of a
Kansas City mother is a caütp in
.
points
"I was a great coffee drinker from
a child, and thought I could not éat a
meal without It. But I found at last it
was doing me harm. For years I. had
been troubled with dizziness, spots
my eyes and pain in my heart,
to which was added two years ago, a
chronic sour stomach. The baby was
born 7 months ago, and almost from
the beginning, it, too, suffered from
sour stomach.1
She was taking.it
from me!
"In my distress I consulted & friend
of more experience than mine, and
sh told me to quit coffee, that coffee
did not make good milk, I have since
ascertained that it really dries up tha
milk.
"So, I quit coffee, and tried tea and
at last cocoa. But they did not agree
with me. Then I turned to Postum
Coffee with the happiest results. It
proved to be the very thing I needed.

It not only agreed perfectly with baby
and myself, but it increased the flow
of my milk. My husband then quit
coffee and used Postum, quick'y got
well of the dyspepsia with which he
had been troubled. I no longer suffer
from the dizziness, blind spells, pain
In my heart or sour stomach. Post
um has cured them.
"Now we all drink Postum from my
Mhusband to my seven months' old
i baby. It has proved to be the best
hot drink we have ever used. We
would not give up Postum for the best
Name given
coffee we ever drank.
by Postum Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
There's a reason.
Get the little hook "The Road to
SVeUvlUe" iu each pkg.

Dr. Gladdens Reply.
Columbus, Ohio-- , April 7 Dr. Wash-

ington Gladden, moderator of the general council of the Congregational
churches of the United States, last
night gave the following signed reply
to the statement of S. C. T. Dodd, general counsel of the Standard Oil Company:
"Mr. Dodd says that Standard Oil
does not own a share of stock in any
railroad company. By this statement
Mr. Dodd intends to convey and does
convey to the public the meaning that
the group of men with common interests who have always owned and controlled the Standard Oil Company, and
for whom the phrase 'Standard Oil' is
an accurate and convenient synonym,
do hot own any railroad stock or control any railroad.
"Is this statement, which Mr. Dodd
intends to convey, a true statement?
Will Mr. Dodd specifically state that
the group of men thus described do
not own enough stock practically to
control many of our important railroads?
"Until this question is definitely answered, other parts of the manifesto
may be neglected.
"WASHINGTON

GLADDEN."

Equitable Life Mutualized.
;
New York, April 7. Out of the fifty
members of the board of directors of
the Equitable Life Assurance Society
thirty-eigh- t
assembled in the company's hoard room yesterday afternoon, and after an hour and thirty
minutes of discussion, in the course of
which it is understood the whole
Equitable controversy was gone over,
announcement was made that those
present, had unanimously decided to
adopt the two years' mut.uali.ation
plan announced several days ago.
Rumors of resignations did not bear
fruit, and it was authoritatively said
that none was tendered.
"Everything harmonious," was the
tenor of the official statement issued
after the meeting by Senator Depew
This anand Cornelius N. Bliss.
nouncement also said that a committee of directors would investigate the
company's management.

CONDENSED TELEGRAMS
Secretary ot State Hay and Mrs.
Hay have arrived safely in Italy.
Ralph Voorhees of New Jersey has
given $100,000 to the American Tract
Society.
The Kansas City police hoard has issued an order for the closing of all
saloons on Sunday.
Mrs. Benjamin Harrison, widow of
former president Harrison, and her
daughter, sailed from Boston April 1st
for Italy.
The report of the betrothal of King
Alfonso of Spain to Princess Patricia
of Connaught is officially declared to
be unfounded.
The Panama canal commission has
authorized the construction of a marine barracks at Ancon, Panama, at a
cost of $o5,000.
In the
annual boat race
between the Universities of Oxford
and Cambridge April 1st, the former
won by three lengths.
Officers of Drake University at Des
Moines, Iowa, have received an offer
from Andrew Carnegie of $50,000 for
the erection of a library.
Five men were killed and five more
were seriously injured by an explosion
in Senator Clark's United Verde mine
at Jerome, Arizona, on the 2nd inst.
Fifty cents has been fixed as the
general admission price to the Lewis
&
Clark Exposition. Commutation
books will be sold at reduced rates.
Former Senator Stewart of Nevada,
after many years spent here in pub
lic life, left Washington city April 2nd
to make his home in Tonopah, Nevada.
President Roosevelt will deliver an
address in Brooklyn May 30th, at the
exercises in connection with the unveiling of the statue of General

HOW TWO BEAUTIFUL 170111 EN ESCAPED

PELVIC CATARRH BY AID OF

Female Weakness Is Usually Pelvic Catarrh.
Cures Catarrh Wherever Located.

Governor Mickey of Nebraska has
signed the bills providing for biennial
elections and prohibiting the manufacture and sale of cigarettes and cigarette papers.
The correspondent at Tokio of the
London Times says: "Reports from
Manchuria show that the Russians are
destroying the railway much more
completely than hitherto. The evident
inference is that they do not contení
plate recovering the situation."
Official announcement is made that
the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul
railroad has decided upon an exten
sion from Chamberlain, South Dakota,
west through Lyman county, South
Dakota, opening a new region of
cheap lands and productive soil.
The California Legislature passed a
bill which Governor Pardee has approved, fixing a flat tax of $10 a year
on ail corporations, foreign and domestic, doing business in the' state, which
is expected to yield the state $500,000
in revenue during the next two years.
The Iowa Supreme Court has
handed down a decision suslaining the
amendment to the state constitution
J
providing for biennial instead of
elections. By the adoption of this
amendment there will be no general
election in Iowa this fall, and terms
of all officers whose terms expire then
are extended one year.
A Shanghai dispatch says the provincial mints have been issuing unlimited quantities of debased copper
currency,
officials
whereby
hava
profiled to the extent of 18,000,000
taels annually. As a result of this debasement of the currency a financial
collapse is threatened.
Because of historical associations,
the members of the Mormon church
have purchased for $4,000 the old jail
at Carthage, Missouri, where the first
prophet and the founder of the faith
met a tragic death at the hands of a
mob. It is proposed to establish a mission church in the building.
All arrangements have been completed for the proposed rifle match between teams from the Seventh regiment, New York National Guard, and
the Queen's Westminster Volunteer
t
regiment of London. The first
will take place at the Bisley
range, England, July 6th and 7th.
Governor Mickey of Nebraska vetoed the bill for the regulation of the
practice of medicine in the state, betSciter known as the
ence bill. The governor says in his
veto that he believes the bill to be
in violation of the constitution, which
demands religious toleration and freeThe Irish Unionists at a meeting
have resolved to withhold their support of the government on all questions involving an expression of confidence in its Irish administration so
long as Sir Anthony Patrick MacDon-nel- l
is retained at his post as undersecretary to the lord lieutenant of Ireland.
Senators who called on President
Roosevelt to consult with him as to
the probable time of the reassembling
of Congress were informed that it is
likely a special session will be called
This will enable
for October 16th.
members of Congress going on the
Philippine trip to return in time for
the session.
Griffith J. Griffith, the Los Angeles
millionaire who three years ago attempted to kill his wife, must spend
two years In state prison and pay a
fine of $5,000, according to a decision
of the State Supreme Court, which has
affirmed the sentence of the lower
court. Griffith gave a park of 3,000
acres to Los Angeles and was named
park commissioner.
The irrigation committees of the
House and Senate will leave Kansas
City June 1st to visit all the principal
irrigation projects of the Southwest
and West. They also will visit the
Portland exposition before returning.
A number of invited guests will accompany the committees and the party
will be accompanied by an official of
the geological survey.
Col. Max Fleischmann, the millionaire bachelor clubman, noted automo- biltst and partner with his brother,
Max Fleischmann of Cincinnati in a
prominent racing stable and the
Fleischmann liquor interests,
will in the summer of 1906 make a
dash to the pole, with the hope of
reaching the farthest point north. He
will also attempt to make a new record a a hunter of pelar big game. He
has already chartered a special whaling vessel.
well-know- n
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Mrs. Mable Bradford, 13 Church street
Burlington, Vt., (secretary Wluttior Oratorio
boeiely, writes:
"Peruna is certainly a wonderful medicine for the ills of women. I hav heard it
spoken of in the highest praise by many,
and certainly my experience is well worthy
of a good word.
"I began to have severe pains across my
back about a year ago, brought on by a cold,
and each subsequent month bnught me
pain and distress.
"Your remedy was prescribed, and the
way it acted upon my system was almost
too good to be true. I certainly have regained my health and strength, and I no
longer suffer periodical pains and extreme
lassitude." Mable Bradford.

TÍR

UZZ1E
REDDING.

including' pelvic ca"
study.
Peruna cures catarrh,
whether of the pelvic organs
Thousands of Women Cured Every Year or any other organ of the human body.
a Natural Beautitler.
This is What
by Correspondence
Peruna produces clean, mucous memDr. Hartman Proposes to Do
branes, tlnj basis of facial symmetry
For You Without Charge.
and a perfect complexion.
Women who suffer should read the
The women have not been slow to
We have discover that a course of Peruna will
evidences presented here.
thousands of letters from grateful do more toward restoring youthful
friends who tell the same story.
beauty than all the devices known to
Half the ills that are peculiarly science.
Many a girl has refraineu her faded
woman's own are of a catarrhal character. Female weakness was not under- beauty, many a matron has lengthened
the days of her comely appearance by
stood for many years.
Dr. Hartman deserves the credit of using Peruna.
having determined its real character.
In Peruna these women find a prompt
Be has made catarrh and catarrhal and permanent cure.

Thousands of testimonials to this

diseases,

tarrh a

life-long-

ef-

fect are received by Dr. Hartman every
year. The good that Peruna has accomplished in this class of cases can
scarcely be

a,

The more a man

preaehea to

neighbor the less they practice.

45.00

ONLY

TEA
Do you think you know
all there is in those three
letters,

From Denver, Colorado Springs or Pueblo. April 11, 12,
Limit 90 days. Choice of routes returning.

13,

If,

15.

WOODMEN OF THE WORLD.

Special Train carrying Head Camp Officers, Drill
Teams and Delegates, will leave Denver April 14th.
Pullman and Tourist Sleepers. Chair Cars and
Coaches. Make reservations early. Write

Important to Mothers.
Exaro'ne carefully every bottle of CASTORIA,
safe and cure remedy for Infants and children,
and see that it
m

Bears the
Signature of

T

CALIFORNIA AND RETURN

Easter is principally remembered by
the average man as the season of millinery bills and painted eygs.

Is

If you do not derive prompt and
satisfactory results from the use of
Peruna, write at once to Dr. Hartman, giving a full statement of your
case, and he will ha pleased to jjive
you his valuable advice gratis.
Address Dr. Hartman, President
of The Hartman Sanitarium, Columbus, Ohio. All correspondence held
strictly confidential.

his

eon-tes-

dom.

A.

Mrs. Lizzie Redding-- 3134 Ii CUftou Place, St.
Louis, Mo., writes:
"I found after trying many different medicine
to rastore me to health, that Peruna was the only
thing which could he depended upon. I began
taking it when. I was in a decline, induced by
female weakness and overwrought nerves.
"I began to feel stronger during the first week
I took Feruna and my health improved daily
until now I am in perfect health and enjoy life &i
I never did before." Lizzie Esdding.
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All tbe Way.

J. P. HALL, Gen. Agt. A., T. & S. F. Ry,
1700 Lawrence St., Denver.

Use For Over 30 Yearn.
The Kind Ton Uave Always Bought.

A girl Is never too young to think she
Is in love with somebody, and never
too old to think somebody is in lovi
with her.

ío

the housewife who has not yet
become acquainted with the new thinpra
of everyday use In the market and
who Is reasonably satisfied with the
eld, we would suggest that a trial cf
Defiance Cold Water Starch be made
at once. Not alone because it is guaranteed by the manufacturers to be superior to any other brand, but because
each 10o package contains 16 ozs.,
while all the other kinds contain but
12 ozs. It Is safe to say that the lady
who once uses Defiance Starch will use
no other. Quality and quantity must
win.

Is

Hie Seeret

Sweet Powders for Children.
used by Mother Gray, nurse
in tha Children's Home in New York, euro
Constipation, Fevenshness, Bad Stomach,
Teething Disorders, move and regulate tha
Bowels and Destroy Worms. Over 30, (XX)
testimonials. At all druggists, 2Sc. Sample
FREE. Address A. S. Olmsted, Le Roy, N. Y.
Mother

O ray's

Stwessfully

To make a hen lay in winterthem on the head with an ax.

-
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LION COFFEE,

the leader of all package coffees
the coffee that for over a quarter of a century has been daily
welcomed in millions of homes and you will make a drink fit
for a king in this way :

Kennedy's Fnvortte Remedy.

Is sometimes

people too happy.

painful to see other

Piso's Cure is the best medicine we ever used
for all alleotlons of the throat and lungs. W'M.

a Endslüt,

Vanburen, Ind., Feb.

IICW TO MAKE GOOD COFFEE.

Use LION COFFEE, because to get best result yon must ose the best coffee.
Grind your LION COFFEE rather fine. Ise "a tablesnooiifnl to each cap, and one
and
extra for the pot." Flint mix it with a little cold water, enough to make a thkk
add wlte of an epg (if egg la to be need as a settler), then follow one of tha following rule :
and
It lwn.II
1st. WITH ntOIIING WATER. Add boiling

pte,

water,

lei

ONLY. Add a little cold water Hud set aaide Uve
lulnutesi to nettle. Serve promptly. your
cold water to the paste and
WATER. Add
Tid. WITH COLI

THRKE MINUTES

brlrjn it 1 a boll. Then et aside, add
minutes It's ready to serve.
3 1(Don't boil It too long.
DONVS

a little cold water, and In live

Don't let It stand mora than ten minutes beforo serving.
(Don't use water that has been bol'ed before.
TWO WAYS TO SETTLE COKTIFJ

With Ems. Vie part of the white of an egg, mixing It with tha gronnd LIOW
COFFHE before boilirnr.
2d. Wltl Cold Water Instead o y.x. After boiling add a dash of cold water, and act
aside for eight or ten minutes, then serve through a strainer.

1st

atned
Powlmlf., N. Y.,criKl my
i kidney trouhle.
BiuruivlUa, K. 4. UuMmU.w.
Mpouiul," a. Vv

It

;

Even the best housekeepers cannot make a good cup of
coffee without good material Dirty, adulterated and queerly
blended coffee such as unscrupulous dealers shovel over their
counters won't do. But take the pure, clean, natnral flavored

A woman may lose

her mind, but she
never at a loss for words.

oí Good Coffee

10, 1900.

When a man boasts an artistic temperament and a bank account probably
one or the other Is bogus.

COFFEE,
Insist on getting a package oi genuine LION only
nse
will
prepere it according to this recipe and you
1 Ib. sealed packages.)
LION COFFEE

In future.
(Lion-hea- d

(Save these

Lion-hea-

SOLD BY GROCERS

err

EVERYWHERE

WOOLSON SPIGE CO., Toledo, Ohio.

Ilii.alJfci;

Sé JsiüoIb)S
Known the world
as the
promptest, surest cire for

(Sold only in
on every paokage.)
for valuable premiums.)

Rheumatism

and

k0

Rsnrdgia

U

Nueva Cantina

ti TCS

REVISTA

(rl'inicleft entry No.

5

5S2 )

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Depaitmenl id the Interior,

Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
April 3. 1905.
Notice is hereby given that the
following-name- d
settler has filed
pti.twón tc ion j.iii' ia y
Se Suplic
of
notice
his
intention
to make final
SE TRATA A TODOS CO vi ) Al i I i
proof in suppott of his claim, and
Se sirve y vende loa licores ma tinos d)i mercado, to mismo vinos txtran that said proof will he made before
ge ros y del país
Probate Cleek of Taos County, at
"
Taos, N. M on May 15, 195, viz:
bil.AUhS etc.
Colación libre par los nrroiUÍHiios.
ANTONIO A. RIVERA, for the
S
of'N. W- i, and N.
of S.
Propietarios.
(V;
N
R.
16 E.
tec.
,
22,
T.24
i.of
He names the following witnesEstablecida al entiguo salon de Pooler Mares. ses to prove his continuos residence
upon and cultivation of said land,

Tomas Harct y Antonio Romero.
m

pino

l

'

"

-

Hartt y Romero

y

viz:

mía

himk mi w

SenobioSalazar.of Blaek Lake, n.m
Felipe Arguello, of "
Jose Ig. Martin; Z, of"
Jose Ma. Mares, of "
Manuel R. Otero,
Register.
(Homestead entry No. 5615

Sucesores de Ales Gusdorf
Taos New Mesico
.A. otoaaii do cambiarse al nuevo
local, reoien oon.3tru.lcio al
&&&&&ANüiU)ESTE 1)K LA PLAZA

Primavera 1905.

)

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Land Office at Stnta Fe, N. M.
April 3, 1905.
hereby given that the
following-nad- s
settler has filed no
f
his intention to make final
proof in support of his claim, and
that said proof w ill be made before
hi: Probate Clerk of Taos County,
at Tao, New Mexico, on May 15,
Notice

is

tic-o-

1905 viz:

SENOlilO SALAZAR,

fr the

(Homestead entry No, 5519.)
urr(va
mi'
S'V!l.
NOTICE FUR PUBLICATION.
EXPOSICION,
I
.ij
0
Department of the Interior,
Land Oñ'ict at Santa Fe, N. M
April 4, 19H5.
Notice is hereby given that the
folowing-namsettler has filed
notice of his intention to make fi 1
ULTIMAS KOYKDaDKS EN TODOS LOS AKTICÜLÜSJ
of his claim,
nal proof in
KSTA TKMi'OJUDA.
and that said proof will be made be SPE
fore the Probate Clerk of Taos Co
De ahora en adelante estaremos recibiendo nuestros efectos de Pri
unty, at Taos. New Mexico, on May
hiiavera
y Verano y siendo menester de hacer lugar ofrecemos tock
15, 1905, viz: CATAR 1 NO. PE-nuestros efectos de Invierno a costo y flete.
EA. for the S. W. of Sec. 9, T.
Cuerpos de lana, de terciopelo, de lanilla.
24 N , R. 17 E.
Monteras, tápalos de lana, capas levas de señoras y niños, Ropa dt
lie name the following witnesMedias de lana, Cortes de enaguas, todo ál costo.
iibrigo,
ses to prove his contmuos residen
Nuestro
surtido cíe abar rotea esta completo a precios al tanto de cu
ce upon and cultivation of said land,
'lalquiera otra casa en el valle Tenemo Frijol mejicano de Costilla
viz:
jjjSan Luis Colo, el único lugar donde se encuentra en el valle.
A. Av. Rivera, of Black Lake, N. M
I Tenemos una linea completa de medicinas para todas enfermedades.
"
Juan C. Lucero, of Aurora,
Kn ton; llevamos el mas selecto surtido en el valle de Taos todo escojid"
Wallace West, r,f Aurora,
gusto exquisito.
'üoa
Feiipe Arguello, of Black Lake, "
'i
BECCION DE SASTRERIAManuel R. Otero.
Trajes confeccionados para caballeros y niños. Pardesus, gabanes, cu
Register.
tes, Mackferians, sueros. Sombreros para señoras y niñas, de algodón y

If"

De A G Muller.

ed

sup-por-

R

-

"Á

(Homestead entry No. 5687 )
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department cf thí Interior,
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
April 3d., 1905.
Notice is hereby given that the
following-name- d
settler has filed
notice of his intention to make final
pro' f in support of his claim, and
that said proof will be made before
the Probate Clerk of Taos County,
at Taos New Mexico, on May 15.
1905, viz: Prajidez M. de Frequiz,
widow of Nestor FYesquez, f irthi

W.
,S. K.i, E. 's.ot S.
W. L Sec. 17, T. 24 N , R 16 E.
S. E.
Acaban de recibir ti urna gmude surtido en efectos de Primavera que
, Sec. 20, N. E.
, S. E.
He names the following witnesmas se ha visto eu Tros.
N, E.
N. W.
, Sec. 29, N. W.
ses to proveSfiis continuous residen-c.
S. W
W.
28,
S.
of
and
Las mejores ropas y confección s ULTIM A NOVEDAD,,
upon and cultivaton of said land,
Sec. 21 T. 25 N..R. 15 E.
en
comerciante
otro
que
niugun
burato
mas
venden
que
viz:
DESPUES de
He names tlie following wittnes
Taos dan premios Dsra poder sacar lo guíente:
A. Av. Rivera, of IV.ack Lake, n. m.
coser
de
maquina
to prove his continuos residen
Una
ses
.!
$150
valor
.00.
siento
"
de
dos
Un carruaje
Felipe Arguello, of "
Una muñeca fina de las mas grandes y
ce
upon
and cultivation of said land
Tin rifle Winchester.
ÍWirit.-h- .
J. de J. Trujillo. of "
viz:
Dremíos
mas.
dos
"
Cresencio Vigil, of "
Vn .t.
tun rAihion.iri Ktf.T3 WAfJONKS do mercancía de la
Estevan Des Georges, of Taos, N. M
Manuel R. Otero,.
c
pata
Trajas
verano.
y
primavera
fie
Zapatos
"
en
"
consiste
que
temporada;
Antonio Barcia, of
Register.
cu
terrearía,
porcelana,
Lozena,
especialmente.
confeccionados
"
"
talleros
Florencio Pacheco, of
etc.
etc.,
carruajes
Tros,
"
Trinididad M uidragon, of "
Homestead Entry No 5593
Con el fin de dar lugar a las muchas mercancías que están recibiendo
R
Otero,
l
NOTICE FOR PUBLICACION
venden los efectos de Invierno abajo del costo y fiae.
Register.
Departamento! the interior
GRAN BARATILLO EN TODAS LAS MERCANCIAS,
AVISO I)K A. I) V 1 N STIt A C 1 0 N
Land Office at Santa Fe; IT M
erCOMESTlBLES FRKfc'COS, TODOS LOS DIAS.
Apiil 4 9- 5
Ptr cjantu la lion Corte de '.
Se compra a puro dinero toda clase de efectos del país.
fois
the
Notice hereby given that
has hf, en este día 8 de Marzo 1D0G
llowing named settler has tiled no nombrado como administrador á It,
ticed of his intention to maké final persona de Fernando Salazar, Bobrt
Benigna Ab:
pioof in support of his claim, and los bienes de los find-.hat said proof will be made be.foic !a y Juan de .les. s A tula, por lo mi
:he Provate Clerk ot Taos County 1110 y por tal razón ae aviNa á
que presenten sus cuentat
at Taos, New Mexico On May 16
dicho
estado, gt hay algunas 3
sobre
1905 viz; ELISEO SANTISTE--VA- N
iie vendan arreglar I; s cuentas debifortheSWJ SEJ Sec. 22. das 4 dicho estad.-.N
NEJ SEi NE Sec. 27; T 24
Fernando Salazar.
N. R. 17 E.
Administrador.
He names the fallowing witness
GO
ror UiunKdnness, Op.'uw,
HO
'ij
es to prove his continuous residence
upon and cultivation of said land,

l.
i

1

P.-'U-

La Tienda mas extensa
La mas barata
La mas bien surtida.

qniimet-roncierne-

Premios! Premios!

.

BOl - GÜSlilF - IuIHÍ

Carnicería Nueva
í"yp,fíry A "RT .Tt1Q!T"0

A.

fcjj

Y.Santistevan ,of Aurora, N. M.
Pedro A. Tiujillo ,of Aurora N. M.
Jesus Ma Santistevan, , of Aurora "
A. Av. Rivera,, of Biak Lake, N. M
Manuel R. Otero
Registei.
Pe

en la casa de doña Luisa Branch

Calle del pueblo.

Ofrece al público de Taos un completo y fresco surtido de toda ctftü de
Carnes, como de res, carnero, marrano, chorizos, pollos y gallinas de la tierra
Vayan a protejerla, con sus compras. Buen trato v limpieza.

(Homestead entry
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
No. 5672.)

VicitamcG,
Gran baratino,

23T'",Vr"oriIcl a.
prar en otra parte.

f
a.

A

Muller.

G--

& A

DAMSON.

- - -

TAOS,

N. M.

CoELiTAhorTaT
25 Por Ciento.

i

Vestidos de Primavera.

;íT

...

...

7.'

Mxinh

THE KEELEY

'

,

,

LARGE AND COMMODIOUS SAMPLE ROOMS FOR
TRAVELING MEN.
SUFULUiiCN TO ESPANTOSO UhJ
LEVADO.
Mientras sufría espantosamente de
venenos virtlentos, resultado de alimentos no digeridos, C. G. Grayson,
de bula, Misa., tomo las New Dife
Pilla del Dr King "con el resultado,"
escribe, "que ful curado." Todos lo
desordenes del estomago e .ntestino
ceden a sus propiedades, tónicas y pur
gativas. Garantizado. En todas las
boticas, 25 cts

(Homestead entry No. 5617)
NOTICE FOR PUBLITION.
Department of the Interior,
Land Offie at Santa Fe, N. M.
April 4, 1905.
is
Notice
hereby given that the
following-name- d
settler has filed
notice of his intention to make final
;:rocf in support of his claim, and
iliat said proof will be made beLre
Probate Clerk of Taos County, at
Taos, New Mexico, on May 15,
1905, viz:
for the S.

fS.
E.

K.

I

FELIPE ARGUELLO,

8QÜIKK

of N. E. i, and N y
Sec. 28, T. 24 N., R. 16

Comerciante

ranchos

,

d. efectos secos

en", todas

P.

lar'mercancias.

EE.

Dolan.

Prompt attention to all busines
intrusted to my care.

p--

Register.

unáIJÁTíaTSadu--

Dei'artmknt cf th ii Interior,

ve.

(iUna herida honda en mi pie a re
sultas de un a.idente," escribe Ttieo-d- ore
Schule, de Columbas, Ohio, me
causo grandes dolores. Los Doctores
no pudieron hacer nada, pero Buckleys Arnica Salve la sanó prontamen
te." Aplaca y cana quemaduras como
mágica.
La venden todos los boticarios por
25 le cajita.

fi-

SOVJÍR

TAOS K, M.

VINOS

Efectos enbotellados
en Proporción.

El Galon.

CKRVEZA SLITZ A
25 CTS LA BOTELLA
z,

A

V.

y.

2

V,

2

y

Z

V,

!4

ATKOZ.

rnuuhas veces acaba en un ce. líente triste.
Para curar lastimaduras ao
ckUntales, úsese Butklen's Arnica Sal

(Homestead entry No. 5 592.)
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Illli M Taos Valley Club

de $1.25 a $4.50 el Galon.

Kn Todos Los Ramos
y abarrotes de lujo y

cantina

G-alo-

GnmEaratura

JIAJÍTT, JR.
dh taos n, m.

He names the following witnes de uso corriente.
ses to prove his continuous residen
Ropas, Trajes, Zapatos, Ferretería,
ce upon and cultivation of said land, Quincayerta etc, etc, todo a precios ba
viz:
latos, y iue no necesitan ir en Taos.
SenobioSalazar, of Black, Lake, N m
en coneccion. ToA. A. Rivera, of
da clase de Wiskys, licores y vino
L. W. Lynch, of
importados, los mas añejos
"
Guillermo Maitinez, of " "
Compra productos del
Manuel R. Otero,
RANCHOS DE TAÜS N. H;hX

Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M
April 4, 1905.
Notice is hereby given that the
following-name- d
settler has filed
to make
ol
his
intention
notice
nal proof in support of his claim,
and that said proof will be made
before the Piobate Cieikof Taos
County at Taos, New Mexico, on
May 16, 1905, viz: Jesus Ma. San
CHASQIO A LA MUERTE.
N. E.
tistevan for the S. VV.
,
Las enfermedades de los ríñones N. M. S. E.
S.
E.
S.
E. lí,
.
'4
ainenudo tieuen consecuencias fatales, See. 22, T. 24 N., R. 17 E.
pero habiendo escojido el propio medí
He names the following witnes
cu mentó, E. 11. Woife, de Bergrove,
ses to prove his continuous residen
Iawa, chasipiio a la muerte. Dice:
ce upon and cultivation of said land,

B

LUSK.

PropY.

PER DAY

HATKS $2 00

IMST2TÜTE,

DO LO K ES REUMATICOS A LI
V1AÜ0S CON PRONTITUD.
Ijos terribles dolores caracleristieos
del reumatismo y Ciática bou pronta,
mente aliviados aplicando el Balsamo
de Chambeilain para el Dolor, Ei
gran poder del linimento pnra relevar
el dolo9 ha sido una sorpresa y placer
La pron.
para docenas de sufrientes.
ta curación que efectúa contra el dolor vale variss veces su costo.
De venta por todos los traficantes
en dondv' quiera.

Illa

J

7

BEST ACCOMMODATIONS

EL REMIÍDIO

DE Oil

AMBER-L- A

L PARA LA TOSES EL
MEJOR
"Las madres

MAS POPULAR.
lo compran para el
Croup en los niños, los ferrocarrileros
lo compran para lag toses severas y
las personas de edad lo compran paYT

I

"1

.

-

Taos. N

A. BRANSON,

-

tf.-cte-s

com-

.Columbian Hotel,

Department of the Interior,
Land Office at Santa Ve, W. M'
April 3, 1905.
is
Notice
hereby given that the
foHoving-namesettler has filed
notice of his intention to make final
proof in support of his claim, and
that said proof will be made before
Probate Clerk of Taos County, at
"Compren sus efectos en la popular tienda de p fjtt fJGLAfí,
Taos, New Mexico, on May 15,
Alli hallaran el mejor surtido de efectos secos, íupatos y vestidos de
1903, viz: CORNELIO VIGIL,
hombre y de muchacho, que puedenhallar en laos.
for the E.
Sec u,
, of N E
,
W , cf N W Sec 12, T 24 N R "Dos años' pasados tenia yo una enfer
viz:
medad en los rifioin que me causuha
IÓ N.
Pedro Y. Santistevan, of Aurora, n.m.
He names the following witnes grandes dolores, sufrimiento y ansie" N.M.
A. Trujillo, of
Pedro
Vestidos de lana para caballeros de valor $6. oo por $3. 90.
dad, pero tome los Amargos Eléctrihis
ses
continuous
to
residen
prove
"
N, M.
"
"
"
"
7. SO .;r
". "
com bitumen te Elíseo Santistevan, of
5. 00
ce upon and cultivation of said land, cos que me curaron
'
"
"
N m"
' .
cfBIack
Lake,
"
"
A.
Av.
8. 50
Rivera,
6. 00
También los he encontrado de gran be
viz:
"
"
"
"
R.
Otero,
"
Manuel
1. no por
8. oo
Juan N. Casias, of Black Lake, n m
Register.
Hay 500 elegantes vestidos de todas clases
"
"
Julian Cordova, of "
y colores en donde escojer.
"
"
Federico Martinez, of '
Acabamos de recibir una linea nuevade
secos, la mejoren la
"
"
"
A. Av. Rivera, of
Se"' hallan los mejores Whiskies desde
plaza.
R
Manuel
Orero,
En
la Cantina famosa de
Llamamos atención especial a nuestros precios tan bajos en nuestra
52,00 HASTA S5.D0
Register.
el Galon.
linea de SOMBREROS PARA HOMBRES Y MUCHACHOS.
,
estufa-ise
puerta-:veniití
ventanas
y
carros,
ferretería,
de
Surtido
VINOS a - - - 5 1.60.
B,
sin.
acepillada,
o
acepillar
sea
WHISKIES
madera,
ya
de
siempre
" Importados $ 4,00
en
Toda clase
Lawyer
de $2 a $6 ei
mano.

SANTISTEVAN

antes de ir a

S.-c-

Mí-nue-

viz;

uaná. Sombreros para caballeros y niños.
Zapatería, Sombrerería,
Géneros de punto, y Sombrillas, Comlsena
mercería, perfumería, Bisutería, guarnen, Joyería, Reloieiia, Efectos d
w Escritorio, losa, cristal y porcelana, juguetes y artículos
de piel. Muebles
lo todas clases, objetos para regalo.
También nos ha llegado un gran surtido de abaratos finos y corrientes

i

ra la Grippe," Dicen Moore Bros, de
Eldon Iowa. "Vendemos mas el remedio de Chamberlain para la tos que
ningún otro. Parece haber tomado la
delantera sobre otras buenas medici
nas." No hay cuestión de que esta
medicina s la mejor que puede obtenerse para toses y resfríos, ya sea que
estos afecten al niño o al adulto, siem
pre cura, y cura con prontitud.
De venta por todos los boticarios.

Beutler- Barheria Saos,A New
Mexico.
Afeita riza y corla el pelw ai estilo Europeo, coa gran esmero y
y tiñe el pelo el color natuial
que se desea.
A- -

BEUTLER.'

TAOS, N: M.

r

